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analytical engine 

Turing machine

difference engine 

abstract machine 

Hanoi towers 

towers of Hanoi  

epsilon

farthest point

prime direction 

negative direction  

positive direction 

principal directions 

asymptotic directions 

agreement of two functions

trace of a matrix  

dodecahedron

regular dodecahedron 

union  

graph union  

effective procedure

birth process 

birth-death process 

Poisson process 

iterative process

random process 

stochastic process 

white stochastic process

stationary stochastic process 

Gram-Schmidt process

Wiener process

Cantor’s diagonal process

Markov process

point process

secondary parts of a triangle 

principal parts of a triangle

proportional parts

probability 

transition probability  

a posteriori probability 

empirical probability

tail probability  

mathematical probability

personal probability

conditional probability 

a priori probability 

marginal probability

frequency probabilities

posterior probabilities 

prior probabilities 

objective probabilities

undecagon 

undecahedron 

equiprobable events 

independent events  

xx coordinate

yy coordinate

zz coordinate

abscissa 

ordinate

coordinates 

cylindrical coordinates 

projective coordinates 

Cartesian coordinates

trilinear coordinates

space coordinates 

spherical coordinates 

inhomogeneous coordinates

logarithmic coordinates
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homogeneous coordinates

confocal coordinates 

rectangular coordinates 

orthonormal coordinates

local coordinates

barycentric coordinates 

generalized coordinates

tangential coordinates  

curvilinear coordinates

elliptic coordinates

ellipsoidal coordinates

pedal coordinates

polar coordinates

geodesic polar coordinates

oblique coordinates

parabolic coordinates

statistic  

test statistic  

standardized test statistic  

parametric statistics

descriptive statistics

Bayesian statistics 

computational statistics 

nonparametric statistics 

sufficient statistic 

rank-ordered statistics 

biased statistic 

Abel’s test 

primality test 

Cauchy condensation test

root test

Cauchy’s radical test

hypothesis testing

test of hypothesis  

alternating series test

comparison test 

ratio test 

generalized ratio test

Cauchy ratio test

limit test

Bartlett’s test 

integral test 

two-sided test 

two-tail test 

two-tailed test 

De Morgan’s test

Dedekind test 

Dirichlet test for convergence 

Raabe’s convergence test

Routh test

Schur-Cohn test 

Gauss’ test

Fisher's exact test

Fisher-Irwin test

Fisher-Yates test 

Cauchy integral test

Cauchy’s test for convergence

Kummer's test 

Leibnitz test 

Maclaurin integral test

Maclaurin-Cauchy test

Mann-Whitney test

equal tails test 

randomized test 

limit comparison test

likelihood ratio test

variance ratio test  

one-sided test

one-tailed test (one-tail test)

rank tests 

reduction 

data reduction
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Gaussian reduction

Crout reduction 

strictly finer 

correlation

lag correlation  

rank correlation 

serial correlation  

cross-correlation 

partial correlation 

multiple linear correlation 

autocorrelation

negative correlation  

inverse correlation 

canonical correlation

positive correlation 

illusory correlation 

nonsense correlation 

relaxation 

involution 

height 

altitude 

slant height  

likelihood

Roman numerals

Arabic numerals 

Egyptian numerals

significant digits 

significant figures 

displacement

exponent 

index  

basis 

radix

base 

filter base 

local base

conjugate exponents

precedence 

response 

quantal response 

root extraction

statistical inference  

simple elongation 

complete induction

special induction 

backward induction

mathematical induction

general induction

incomplete induction  

first-kind induction

second-kind induction  

finite induction

transfinite induction  

statistical independence  

algebraic independence 

linear independence

stochastic independence 

extrapolation 

interpolation 

tabular interpolation  

linear interpolation

optimization

uniform continuity  

approximate reasoning 

cylinder 

projecting cylinder 

circular cylinder

right circular cylinder 

oblique circular cylinder

hyperbolic cylinder 

parabolic cylinder

elliptic cylinder
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wedge

spherical wedge 

elliptic wedge

projection 

casting-out nines

orthogonal projection

orthographic projection

projection of a vector space 

parallel projection

stereographic projection  

stereographic projection  

minimax technique

min-max technique

iterative method

Monte Carlo method 

sign 

equal sign 

addition sign 

summation sign 

plus sign

positive sign 

negative sign 

multiplication sign

times sign  

subtraction sign 

division sign

positive sign 

minus sign

negative sign 

derivation

Lissajous figures

homothetic figures

isoperimetric figures

radially related figures

least upper bound 

supremum 

min

minimax

quadratic surd

quintic surd

quartic surd

perturbation

frame of reference

atlas 

differential atlas

differentiable atlas

sampling 

probabilistic sampling 

probability sampling 

area sampling 

serial sampling  

subsampling 

random sampling 

two-stage sampling 

nonprobabilistic sampling 

multistage sampling 

mixed sampling

Euclid numbers 

direction numbers 

extended real numbers

counting numbers 

Euler's numbers 

Bell numbers 

Stirling numbers 

figurate numbers

consecutive integers

random numbers 

nonstandard numbers 

hyperreal numbers

Pythagorean numbers

Fermat numbers

Catalan numbers
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Cayley numbers

Cullen numbers 

Lucas numbers 

pyramidal numbers

max

maximin

consistent assumptions

implication 

conditional implication 

inverse implication 

material implication

strictly stronger 

infimum 

greatest lower bound

best fit 

completing the square 

torsion  

geodesic torsion

skewness 

negative skewness 

positive skewness 

entropy of a partition

declination 

deviation

quartile deviation 

mean deviation

mean-square deviation

absolute mean deviation 

absolute deviation 

standard deviation 

bias 

selection bias  

glide

shift 

unilateral shift  

translation  

translation of axes  

construction

Euclidean construction 

geometric construction

semi-invariants  

simple compression 

inflection 

inflexion 

reflection 

one-dimensional strain

discontinuity

nonremovable discontinuity

removable discontinuity 

infinite discontinuity 

finite discontinuity

removable discontinuity 

linear regression

multiple linear regression 

nonlinear regression 

curvilinear regression

shrinking 

shrinking of the plane 

damped oscillation 

elliptical (adj)

ellipticity

Hölder means

prime 

coprime (adj)

relatively prime (adj)

isomorphism

*     *   *
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clockwise (adj)

remainder 

quadratic residue

minimal residue

residual sum of squares 

byte 

focus

conjugate foci

bit 

operations research

random start 

simple alternative 

seed  

normal tower

dynamic programming

quadratic programming 

linear programming

dynamic programming

mathematical programming

integer programming 

nondifferentiable programming 

nonlinear programming 

convex programming

elementary proof

existence proof

reductio ad absurdum 

proof by contradiction

proof by contraposition

combinatorial proof 

Gödel's proof

indirect proof 

direct proof 

proof by descent

proof 

antecedent 

numerator

span 

affine span 

linear span 

convex span

dimension 

transcendence dimension  

topological dimension  

analytic structure 

algebraic structure 

idempotent structure  

ordered structure

focus

conjugate foci

Gabriel’s horn

graph

platonic graph

Eulerian graph 

Peterson graph

simple graph 

line graph

trivial graph 

complete graph

underlying graph 

intersection graph 

subdivision graph 

octahedral graph  

biconnected graph 

dual graph

subgraph 

spanning subgraph 

induced subgraph 

vertex-induced subgraph 
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edge-induced subgraph

acyclic graph 

functional graph

cyclic graph 

bipartite graph 

tetrahedral graph  

graceful graph  

heptahedral graph 

hexahedral graph 

ladder graph  

bipartite graph 

null graph

nonseparable graph 

unstable graph  

undirected graph 

Ferrers graph 

Frucht graph

epigraph

bar graph 

rectangular graph 

simplicial graph 

connected graph

transitive graph  

multigraph 

self-complementary graph  

triangle graph  

mixed graph

path graph

stable graph 

planar graph

plane graph

maximal planar graph

cubical graph  

regular graph 

digraph 

directed graph 

acyclic digraph 

weakly connected digraph

strongly connected digraph  

oriented graph 

labeled graph  

labelled graph  

n-connected graph  

n-colorable graph  

Hamilton-connected graph

Hamiltonian graph 

Hanoi graph 

tournament  

Kuratowski graphs 

isomorphic graphs

Moss's egg 

ovals of Cassini 

Cassini ovals

*     *   *
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interaction 

affinity 

function

action 

successor   

divergence 

eccentricity 

numerical eccentricity

graph eccentricities 

variance  

sample variance  

residual variance 

covariance

population variance 

pooled variance

permutation 

ring permutation

circular permutation

cyclic permutation 

even permutation 

odd permutation

derangement

generalized permutation

inverse permutations 

reciprocal permutations 

commutative (adj) 

simplification 

dependence

linear dependence

completion 

complementation

triangulation  

trisecting the angle  

simplicial triangulation 

trisectrix of Catalan 

Maclaurin trisectrix

flexion

Bernoulli experiments 

sequential trials  

random experiments 

homogeneity

evolution 

experiment

binomial experiment 

two-part experiment 

fractional factorial experiment 

two-stage experiment 

replicable experiment 

abstraction 

partition

partition of unity

graphical partition

integer partition 

random partition 

self-conjugate partition  

set partition  

conjugate partition

ordered partition

pooling of error 

grouping terms

homothety

subnormal 

hypoellipse 

subtangent 

polar subtangent

polar subnormal

control

optimal control
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analysis 

unilateral analysis  

statistical analysis  

partial correlation analysis 

exploratory data analysis 

regression analysis 

graphical analysis

analysis of variance 

covariance analysis 

sequential analysis  

covariance analysis 

combinatorial analysis 

real analysis 

functional analysis

mathematical analysis

infinitesimal analysis 

numerical analysis

complex analysis 

decision analysis 

vector analysis  

multivariate analysis 

tensor analysis  

factoring

factorization

prime factorization 

harmonic analysis 

Diophantine analysis 

spectral factorization 

operational analysis

Fourier analysis 

analytic (adj) 

coordinate transformation

curvilinear transformation

recurrent transformation 

projective transformation 

transformation of coordinates  

coordinate transformation  

similarity transformation 

contact transformation

square-root transformation 

shrinking transformation 

Euler transformation

affine transformation 

collineatory transformation 

equivalence transformation 

equivalent transformation 

integral transformation 

symmetry transformation 

Joukowski transformation  

reducible transformation 

linear transformation

singular transformation 

ergodic transformation

orthogonal transformation

Gauss’s transformation

nonsingular transformation 

logarithmic transformation

Legendre transformation 

homogeneous transformation

homothetic transformation

conjunctive transformation

isogonal transformation

special orthogonal transformation 

proper orthogonal transformation

symmetric transformation 

conformal transformation 

equiangular transformation 

local transformation

self-adjoint transformation  

continuous transformation

stretching transformation 

reciprocation 
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normal transformation

semilinear transformation 

unitary transformation  

special unitary transformation  

bilinear transformations 

Jacobi’s transformations  

linear fractional transformations

homographic transformations

Möbius transformations

homographic transformations

endomorphism 

gradient

scale 

scale of imaginaries 

ordinal scale

linear scale

number scale

logarithmic scale

uniform scale  

rounding

notation

binary notation 

exponential notation 

radix notation

prefix notation 

ternary notation  

biquinary notation 

literal notation

decimal notation 

scientific notation 

base notation 

place-value notation

mixed-base notation

expanded notation 

positional notation 

automorphism 

outer automorphism  

inner automorphism

relative automorphism 

relative compactness 

superposition 

quadrature

squaring the circle 

rectangle squaring 

quadratrix of Hippias

quadratics

product order 

simple order 

complete order 

serial order  

partial order

partial ordering

linear order

total ordering  

lexicographic order

limit ordinal

cumulative frequency

numeration

graph composition  

harmonic synthesis

linear combination

convex linear combination

composition of functions 

composition of relations 

Fourier synthesis 

composition of vectors 

convex combination

n-ary composition  

trillion  

increment  

increment of a function  

acceleration 
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angular acceleration 

nonagon 

collineation

equality 

agreement of two functions

equality of two free vectors 

equality of two sets 

equality of two matrices 

similarity 

self-similarity  

homomorphism

ring homomorphism

principal homomorphism 

surjective homomorphism  

epimorphism

monomorphism 

dispersion

bifurcation 

configuration 

Hadamard configuration

symmetric geometric configuration

deformation 

continuous deformation

local distortion

homeomorphism

correction

Sheppard's corrections 

lifting

minimization

experimental design 

sample design  

subdesign 

factorial design

two-stage design 

block design 

balanced block design 

one-way classification

blurring 

congruence 

quadratic congruence

linear congruence

functional congruence

multiple stratification 

map

mapping

essential mapping

cylindrical map 

smooth map 

bijective mapping 

constant mapping

bilinear mapping 

linear map

integral map 

topological mapping  

surjective mapping 

nonexpansive mapping 

Frobenius map

proper mapping

inessential mapping 

Lipschitz mapping

simplicial mapping 

injection 

injective mapping 

compact mapping 

conformal mapping 

identity mapping 

closed map

open map

contraction mapping

extension map 

point-to-set mapping 

semilinear mapping  
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holomorphic map

one-to-one mapping

run 

inversion 

orthogonality

literal expression

expression 

census

definition

contextual definition

explicit definition 

regular definition 

substitution 

Prüfer substitution

back-substitution 

inverse substitution 

reciprocal substitution 

trigonometric substitutions  

covariance 

autocovariance 

population covariance 

cover 

covering 

vertex cover 

edge cover 

minimal cover

minimum vertex cover

minimum edge cover

measurable cover

cover of a set 

closed covering

open covering

direct variation 

inverse variation 

indirect variation 

total variation  

bounded variation 

joint variation  

coordinate change

differential (n, adj)

exact differential 

binomial differential 

exterior differential 

stochastic differential 

Fréchet differential

total differential  

interaction 

diffeomorphism

disintegration of measure

decomposition 

singular value decomposition 

primary decomposition 

Jordan decomposition  

Schur decomposition 

spectral decomposition 

Lebesgue decomposition 

Hahn decomposition

kurtosis 

ellipticity

oblateness 

bijection

correspondence 

biunique correspondence 

one-to-one correspondence

convergence

sublinear convergence 

linear convergence

net convergence  

conditional convergence 

weak convergence

unconditional convergence  

superlinear convergence 
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convergence in measure

strong convergence 

sequential convergence  

uniform convergence  

Moore-Smith convergence 

intersection 

graph intersection  

isometry

best estimate 

regression estimate 

linear estimate

unbiased estimate  

interval estimate 

point estimates

approximation 

Chebyshev approximation

simple harmonic approximation

linear approximation

Stirling's approximation 

Huygens’ approximation 

successive approximations 

successive approximations 

logically equivalent statements

conditional statement 

Gödel statement

synthetic division 

harmonic division 

simplicial subdivision  

external division 

internal division 

internal and external division

division of a segment

discretization

concavity 

contraction

contraction of a tensor

tensor contraction  

sampling techniques 

Wiener-Hopf technique

curvature

integral curvature 

third curvature  

second curvature 

geodesic curvature

Riemannian curvature 

scalar curvature 

Gaussian curvature

total curvature  

tangential curvature  

normal curvature

mean normal curvature

mean curvature

principal curvatures 

valuation  

least-squares estimate 

point evaluation

equivalence 

column equivalence 

row equivalence 

integral

exponential integral 

lower integral  

upper integral  

simple integral 

Parseval's integral 

Poisson integral 

complete integral

iterated integral

triple integral  

double integral

volume integral  

particular integral
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special integral 

Darboux integral

lower Darboux integral  

upper Darboux integral  

Darboux-Riemann integral

Riemann integral 

lower Riemann integral  

definite Riemann integral 

Riemann-Stieltjes integral 

Stieltjes integral  

surface integral 

Hilbert singular integral

Schläfli integral 

stochastic integral 

complex integral 

path integral

line integral

curvilinear integral

Gauss integral

indefinite integral  

infinite integral 

contour integral

logarithmic integral

Lebesgue integral 

Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral 

Lipschitz integral

divergent integral

definite integral 

multiple integral 

improper integral 

convergent improper integral

curvilinear integral

complete elliptic integral

incomplete elliptic integral  

Haar integral

Hankel’s integral 

Fresnel integrals 

Fourier integrals 

elliptic integrals

blocking 

pivotal condensation

iteration

frequency

replication 

long run frequency  

cumulative frequency

conditional frequency 

class frequency

relative frequency 

theoretical frequency  

cubature 

convolution 

integral convolution 

bilateral convolution

convolution of two functions

convolution of two power series

incidence 

Delambre analogies 

two-point contact 

isomorphism

graph isomorphism  

dual isomorphism

ring isomorphism

anti-isomorphism 

strong completeness 

representation 

faithful representation

graphical representation

reducible representation of a group

Gaussian representation

spherical representation 

regular representation 
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pivoting

dilatation 

extension 

linearly disjoint extensions

simple extension 

simple field extension 

analytic continuation 

linear extension

cyclic extension 

integral extension 

normal extension

Galois extension  

infinite extension 

continuous extension

finitely generated extension 

smoothing a function 

proportion

perfect proportion

divine proportion

direct proportion 

inverse proportion 

indirect proportion 

mean proportional

symmetry 

bilateral symmetry 

rotational symmetry

axial symmetry 

decrement 

contradiction 

dichotomy

angle bisection 

valence 

equilibrium 

parallel line and plane

surface harmonics 

spherical surface harmonics 

spheroidal harmonics 

spherical harmonics 

zonal harmonics  

tesseral harmonic  

sectoral harmonic  

orientation 

induced orientation 

distribution

univariant distribution  

unimodal distribution  

statistical distribution  

Erlang distribution

exponential distribution 

sampling distribution 

frequency distribution

Pascal distribution

Bernoulli distribution 

posterior distribution 

 percentage distribution

Poisson distribution 

beta distribution 

relative frequency distribution 

symmetric distribution 

symmetrical distribution 

trinomial distribution  

bimodal distribution 

Gibrat’s distribution

binomial distribution 

negative binomial distribution  

quadrinomial distribution 

Rayleigh distribution 

prior distribution

contagious distribution

Student's distribution 

platykurtic distribution 

normal distribution
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JJ-shaped distribution  

gamma distribution

Gaussian distribution

hypergeometric distribution

Fisher's distribution

prior distribution

leptokurtic distribution 

chi-square distribution

Cauchy distribution

posterior distribution 

logarithmic distribution

bivariate distribution 

leptokurtic distribution 

multinomial distribution

polymodal distribution

multimodal distribution 

leptokurtic distribution 

compound distribution 

continuous distribution

platykurtic distribution

joint distribution 

conditional distribution 

truncated distribution 

rectangular distribution 

uniform distribution 

logistic distribution

positive distribution 

normal distribution

lognormal distribution

standard normal distribution 

marginal distribution

joint marginal distribution  

geometric distribution

mesokurtic distribution 

augmentation 

lemma 

Urysohn's lemma  

Poincaré’s lemma

lemma of duBois-Reymond 

Riemann-Lebesgue lemma 

Zorn's lemma  

Schwarz lemma 

Schwarz's lemma 

Schur's lemma 

Gauss lemma

Fatou-Lebesgue lemma

Kronecker's lemma 

Kuratowski lemma 

Lagrange's lemma 

Nakayama's lemma  

combination 

expectation 

mathematical expectation

conditional expectation 

marginal expectation

*     *   *
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constant

arbitrary constant 

constant of proportionality

gravitational constant

Euler's constant 

Brun's constant 

literal constant

Ramanujan constant 

Schottky's constant 

Catalan constant

Mascheroni's constant

integration constant 

constant of integration

Napier's constant  

excluded middle 

second 

second of time 

second of angle 

hole

confidence 

weight

trefoil  

trident of Newton  

triabolo  

triamond  

trihedron

trihedral (adj, n)  

coordinate trihedral

trinomial  

Pythagorean triple

ordered triple

triangulable (adj)  

regular octahedron 

octonions

octad

ogdoad

octant

positive orthant 

dyad

Green’s dyadic

two-dimensional (adj) 

bicorn 

binormal 

unit binormal  

dihedral 

dihedron 

conjugate binomial surds 

duality

constants 

essential constants

*     *   *
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gravity

Abel prize  

algebra 

modern algebra

linear algebra

propositional algebra

algebra of propositions 

abstract algebra 

matrix algebra

quadratics

operator algebra

Banach algebra 

alternative algebra 

simple algebra 

Boolean algebra 

nonatomic Boolean algebra 

commutative algebra 

associative algebra 

subalgebra 

star subalgebra  

Jordan algebra  

special Jordan algebra 

exterior algebra 

sigma algebra 

universal algebra  

algebra over a field 

Grassmann algebra

nonassociative algebra 

division algebra

Cayley algebra

Lie algebra

graded Lie algebra

multilinear algebra 

alternating algebra

algebra of subsets 

local algebra

nilalgebra

nilpotent algebra

star algebra  

semisimple algebra  

Borel sigma algebra 

boundary of a set 

frontier of a set 

product 

graph Cartesian product  

set direct product

continued product

cross product 

triple product  

scalar triple product 

scalar triple product 

Jacobi triple product  

partial product

Jordan product  

exterior product 

outer product 

outer product of two tensors 

inner product 

dot product

inner product of two tensors

Hermitian inner product

Dirichlet product

Cartesian product

quadruple product of vectors

clock multiplication

scalar product 
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Hermitian scalar product

topological product of two spaces  

triple scalar product  

scalar product 

infinite product 

cup product

Cauchy product

Lie product

direct product 

vector product  

triple vector product  

vector triple product  

skew product 

convergent infinite product

bounded product 

multiplication on the left

multiplication on the right

tensor product  

Hadamard product

Wallis product

statistical tables  

conversion tables

mathematical tables

log tables

correlation table

frequency table

truth table 

multiplication table

relative frequency table 

contingency table

function table

Routh table

radix

radical

root

primitive root 

primitive root of unity 

irrational radical

trinomial surd  

entire surd

root-mean-square

root of unity

simple root 

square root 

cube root 

cubic surd 

triple root of an equation  

double root

polynomial root

root of a polynomial

root of a congruence

root of an equation

extraneous root 

principal root

root of a number

irreducible radical

infinite root 

irrational radical

latent root  

multiple root 

repeated root 

characteristic root

Encke roots 

complex roots of an equation

conjugate roots

frustum

right truncated prism

obelisk

pyramidal frustum

imaginary roots 
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flow

outflow 

inflow 

net flow

feasible flow

real part 

negative part  

mantissa

positive part 

imaginary part 

principal part 

singular part 

integer part 

integral part 

fractional part 

intercept 

bridge 

body of revolution 

convex body

family 

convolution family

subcollection 

subfamily 

summable family 

family of surfaces 

normal family

orthogonal family

locally finite family of sets

family of curves

addition 

summation 

Cesàro summation 

arithmetical addition 

clock addition

summation of an infinite series

summation of divergent series

logical addition

Hölder summation

summable (adj) 

absolutely summable (adj) 

square-summable (adj) 

epsilon neighbourhood

punctured neighborhood

deleted neighborhood

open neighborhood

neighborhood of a point  

goodness of fit

tour  

sine 

cosine 

hyperbolic cosine 

hyperbolic sine 

sinusoidal (adj) 

direction cosines 

geodesic

null geodesic

zero geodesic  

graph geodesics  

*     *   *
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computer 

digital computer 

square bracket 

Lie brackets

edge 

equally likely cases 

resolvent 

absorbing state 

stationary state  

ambiguous case 

support 

compact support 

size 

cubage 

volume  

sample size  

term  

lower bound  

essential bound

irrational term

upper bound  

infimum 

greatest lower bound

essential infimum

lower limit of integration  

supremum 

least upper bound 

essential supremum 

upper limit of integration  

constant term

algebraic term 

general term

irrational term

transcendental term  

absolute term 

uniform bound 

limits of integration

confidence limits 

limits of integration

mean terms

extreme terms 

binomial 

binomial surd 

event 

elementary event

simple event 

tail event  

compound event 

dependent events

natural boundary  

dissimilar terms

similar terms 

like terms

Bernstein polynomials 

Chebyshev polynomials

Jacobi polynomials  

rising factorial polynomials

Gegenbauer polynomials

ultraspherical polynomials  

Krawtchouk polynomials 

Lamé polynomials 

Legendre polynomials 

quadrics 

Hermite polynomials 

polynomial

monomial polynomial
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primitive polynomial 

rook polynomial

prime polynomial 

Bernoulli polynomial 

Taylor polynomial  

quadratic polynomial 

cubic polynomial 

binary quantic 

real polynomial 

reducible polynomial 

integer polynomial 

integral polynomial 

minimal polynomial

minimum polynomial

random polynomial 

irreducible polynomial

separable polynomial  

Laguerre polynomial 

quantic 

homogeneous polynomial

quadric quantic

cubic quantic 

ternary quantic  

quintic quantic 

quaternary quantic 

quartic quantic 

orthogonal polynomial 

multivariate polynomial 

trigonometric polynomial  

stable polynomial 

reciprocal polynomial 

generalized polynomial

quintic polynomial

Hurwitz polynomial 

strictly Hurwitz polynomial

monic polynomial 

elimination

Jordan elimination  

Gauss-Jordan elimination

Gaussian elimination

edge 

edge of regression

simple harmonic motion 

circular motion

uniform circular motion  

pencil

bundle 

sheaf 

locally trivial bundle

harmonic pencil 

product bundle 

fiber bundle 

vector bundle  

tangent vector bundle  

sheaf of planes 

bundle of planes 

tangent bundle  

normal bundle

calculation

statistical computing  

volume by slicing  

regula falsi 

floating arithmetic

clock arithmetic

arithmetic/arithmetical (adj) 

calculus of residues

variational calculus  

calculus of variations

differential calculus

calculus
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integral calculus 

calculus of enlargement

sentential calculus  

calculus of residues

infinitesimal calculus 

calculus of finite differences

propositional calculus

calculus of vectors

matrix calculus

calculus of tensors

tensor calculus  

stochastic calculus 

operational calculus

field 

Abelian field 

Archimedean ordered field 

number field

direction field 

algebraic number field 

prime field 

algebraically complete field 

totally imaginary field  

splitting field 

algebraic extension field  

Galois extension field  

subfield 

proper subfield

real closed field 

quotient field 

cyclotomic field 

scalar field 

sigma field 

topological field  

scalar field 

Galois field

Gaussian field

base field 

perfect field

field of fractions 

vector field  

irrotational vector field

sfield  

skew field 

field of sets 

ordered field

complete ordered field 

plane field

algebraically closed field 

extension field 

finite field

tensor field  

martingale

solution 

solution by inspection  

solution by radicals 

graphical solution

trivial solution 

root of a congruence

root of an equation

particular solution

singular solution 

general solution

nontrivial solution

basic solution 

solution of a triangle 

local solution

geometric solution

soliton 

spiral 

Archimedes’ spiral 
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spiral of Archimedes 

Euler's spiral 

Poinsot’s spiral

loxodromic spiral 

hyperbolic spiral 

reciprocal spiral 

epi spiral

Fermat's spiral 

spherical spiral 

Cornu’s spiral

logarithmic spiral

equiangular spiral 

parabolic spiral

logistic spiral

Nielsen's spiral

ordered rings

ring

loop  

Abelian ring 

Artinian ring 

Euclidean ring 

unique factorization ring 

prime ring 

Boolean ring 

trivial ring 

commutative ring 

subring 

normal subring

proper subring

quotient ring 

factor ring

annulus 

Dedekind ring 

sigma-ring 

entire ring

zero ring  

residue class ring 

topological ring  

factorial ring

nonassociative ring 

division ring

principal ideal ring 

ring of sets

local ring

anchor ring 

integrally closed ring 

opposite ring

regular ring 

semiprime ring  

Noetherian ring 

soluble (adj) 

solvable (adj) 

mutually exclusive events 

computation 

*     *   *
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quotient 

difference quotient

exterior of an angle 

exsecant 

exterior of a set 

trichotomy property  

equal ripple property 

pendulum property

focal property

Darboux property

intrinsic property

intrinsic property of a curve 

intrinsic property of a surface 

Ramsey property 

global property

Krein-Milman property 

invariant property 

local property

comparison property

false (adj) 

digit place

Ponzo's illusion

parallelogram illusion

Müller-Lyer illusion 

reducible (adj) 

line

initial line 

equator 

line of curvature

trend line  

regression line 

subdiagonal 

geodesic line

superdiagonal 

macron

solidus 

contour line

ideal line  

cut line

broken line 

terminal line  

error

sampling error 

rounding error

round-off error

accumulative error 

cumulative error

discretization error

static error  

random error 

mean-square error

error sum of squares

absolute error 

Itype I error 

IItype II error 

error of the first kind

error of the second kind

bias error 

relative error 

systematic error 

conjugate lines

sampling plan 

give-and-take lines

oblique lines

piecewise-linear (adj)

contradiction

successor 

cell
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Peaucellier’s cell

n-cell  

pentagon

pentad

pentadecagon

algorism

algorithm

Euclidean algorithm 

bisection algorithm 

division algorithm

Karmarker algorithm 

Lanczos algorithm 

*     *   *
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interior 

Eulerian circuit 

Hamiltonian circuit 

functor

contravariant functor 

covariant functor 

function

Airy function 

elementary function

switching function 

single-valued function 

unimodal function  

probability function 

coordinate function

test function  

autocorrelation function 

floor function

cylinder function 

cylindrical function 

exponential function 

least integer function 

primitive function 

antiderivative

greatest integer function

Akerman function 

signum function 

frequency function

inverse sine 

Sheffer strok 

inverse tangent 

membership function

sample function  

divisor function

inverse secant 

normal density function 

normal density function 

Lebesgue's density function 

moment generating function

slope function 

lower limit function  

Heaviside unit function 

incidence function 

regression function 

bei function 

ber function 

psi function

Bessel function 

simple function 

simply periodic function 

Borel measurable function 

Boolean function 

beta function 

incomplete beta function  

Baire function

weight function

analytic function 

simple analytic function 

monogenic analytic function 

self-dual switching function

quadratic function 

partial recursive function

symmetry function 

harmonic function 

subharmonic function 

distribution function

cumulative distribution function

radial distribution function

constant function
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trigamma function  

bicontinuous function 

biharmonic function 

bilinear function 

doubly periodic function

digamma function

algebraic function 

additive function 

subadditive function 

summable function 

Jinc function 

inverse cosine 

sinusoidal function 

support function 

polynomial function

critical function 

arithmetic function 

number-theoretic function

computable function 

effectively computable function 

real function 

real-valued function

positive real function 

linear function

inner function 

circular function

step function  

impulse function 

delta function

generalized delta function

Dirac delta function 

periodic function

eigenfunction

monotone function 

monotonic function 

monotone increasing function 

monotone decreasing function 

strictly monotonic function 

Riemann function 

anti-hyperbolic function

arc-hyperbolic function

inverse hyperbolic function

even function 

zeta function  

Riemann zeta function 

ceiling function

scalar function 

Smarandache function 

sigma function 

sigmoid function 

integer function 

integral function 

entire function

rational integral function 

explicit function 

null function

boxcar function 

multiplicative function

implicit function 

natural function  

spectral function 

inverse cotangent 

numeric function

random function 

complex function 

inverse function 

gamma function

pentagamma function

incomplete gamma function  

Gaussian function

Green’s function

Gudermannian function 
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irreducible function

nonincreasing function 

nondecreasing function 

unbounded function  

phi function

Weierstrassian elliptic function 

Euler's phi function 

odd function

separable function  

differentiable function

superharmonic function 

superadditive function 

hypergeometric function

measurable function

integrable function

inverse cosecant 

jump function  

power function 

constraint function

measurable function

Cantor function

kei function 

probability mass function 

density function

exponential density function 

probability density function 

joint density function  

skewed density function 

proper rational function

integrable function

square-integrable function 

locally integrable function

potential function 

Koebe function 

ker function

invariant function 

lambda function 

logarithmic function

Legendre function 

Lipschitz function

Liapunov function 

Lyapunov function 

Liouville function

locally one to one function

homogeneous function

positively homogeneous function

vector function  

vector-valued function 

slowly oscillating function 

increasing function  

slowly increasing function 

strictly increasing function 

transcendental function  

many-to-one function

many-one function

multilinear function 

polygamma function

multifunction 

multivalued function 

set-valued function  

multivariate function 

complementary function

symmetric function 

cyclosymmetric function 

decreasing function 

slowly decreasing function 

strictly decreasing function 

alternating function 

triangle function  

inverse trigonometric function 

set function  

additive set function 
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subadditive set function 

convex function

strictly convex function 

strongly convex function 

proper convex function

logarithmically convex function

bounded function 

essentially bounded function

conjugate function

composite function 

distance function

metric 

Euclidean metric 

pseudo-Riemannian metric

rectangle function 

stationary function  

continuous function

absolutely continuous function

piecewise-continuous function

left-continuous function 

identity function 

generalized function

singly periodic function 

concave function 

strictly concave function 

strongly concave function 

smooth function 

regular function 

rational function 

logical function

logistic function

discontinuous function

dominant function

Möbius function

sawtooth wave function 

indicator function  

objective function

generating function

exponential generating function 

ordinary generating function

meromorphic function

normal function

normalized function

elliptic function

semi-transcendental function  

semicontinuous function  

upper semicontinuous function  

point function

Nu function

Neumann function

hei function 

holomorphic function

holonomic function

her function 

Heaviside step function 

one-many function

one-one function

one-to-one function

one-valued function

contiguous functions

Kelvin functions  

Hankel functions 

harmonic functions 

conjugate harmonic functions 

comparable functions 

cofunctions

equimeasurable functions  

comparable functions 

trigonometric cofunctions  

conjugate convex functions  

functional

linear functional
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positive linear functional 

circle

Apollonius’ circle 

primitive circle 

circle of inversion

circle of convergence

circle of curvature

ecliptic 

similitude circle 

nine-point circle 

unit circle  

Poncelet circle

imaginary circle 

Johnson circle 

geodesic circle

incircle 

inscribed circle 

excircle 

escribed circle

small circle

great circle

epicycle

pedal circle

inscribed circle 

circumcircle

osculating circle

eccentric circles 

circles of hyperbola

circles of ellipse

orthogonal circles

tangent circles  

externally tangent circles 

internally tangent circles 

dyne

cycloid 

hypocycloid

extended hypocycloid 

trochoid 

hypotrochoid

epitrochoid

prolate trochoid 

curtate trochoid

epicycloid

extended epicycloid 

prolate cycloid 

curtate cycloid

extended cycloid 

roulette

Penrose impossible staircase

degree

degree of degeneracy 

degree of freedom 

outdegree  

indegree  

transcendence degree  

inseparable degree 

separable degree  

spherical degree 

square degree 

De Moivre’s formulae

double angle formula

Gauss formulas

Newton's formulas

Newton-Cotes formulas

subtraction formula 

unit impulse  

precision 

accuracy 

mesh

fineness of a partition 

minute

delta
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Kronecker delta 

deltoid

directrix 

index  

dispersion index

index of a radical  

index of precision  

value index  

index of a subgroup  

principal normal indicatrix 

growth index 

Poisson index of dispersion 

binormal indicatrix 

subscript 

spherical indicatrix 

tangent indicatrix  

contravariant index 

covariant index 

deficiency index 

rotor

recursive functions 

parabolic cylinder functions

error functions

Poisson density functions 

Jacobian elliptic functions  

spherical Bessel functions 

modified Bessel functions

theta functions  

special functions 

cyclotomic functions 

Rademacher functions

Riccati-Bessel functions 

hyperbolic functions 

Weierstrass functions

Laguerre functions 

Lamé functions 

Lamé wave functions 

Mathieu functions

orthogonal functions

orthonormal functions

elementary symmetric functions

trigonometric functions  

linearly dependent functions

independent functions  

linearly independent functions

Jacobian elliptic functions  

modified Hankel functions

Euler's circles 

coaxial circles

parallel circles

period

primitive period 

principal period 

period in arithmetic

curl

rotation

rotation of axes

cycle 

base period 

conversion period

graph cycle  

directed cycle 

dicycle

Hamiltonian cycle 

periodic (adj)

periodicity

dodecomino

undecomino

nonomino 

tromino  

triomino  

octomino
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pentomino

tetromino  

heptomino 

hexomino 

decomino 

polyomino

cyclotomy 

topological dynamics  

dynamics

dyne

  *     *   *  
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saltus

oscillation of a function

atom 

terminal vertex  

synclastic (adj) 

anticlastic (adj) 

tail  

 

  *     *   *  
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fourth proportional 

tetradic  

radian

steradian  

vertex 

root vertex

even vertex 

end-vertex

nonterminal vertex 

odd vertex

intermediate vertex 

isolated vertex

terminal vertex  

adjacent vertices 

opposite vertices

residue 

least residue 

power residue 

generatrix

tetragon  

quadrilateral

cyclic quadrilateral

skew quadrilateral 

plane quadrilateral

quadruple 

quatrefoil  

quadrifolium

cyclic quadrilateral

quadrangle

complete quadrangle

crossed quadrangle 

convex quadrangle

tangential quadrilateral  

tetrahedron  

Reuleaux tetrahedron 

regular tetrahedron 

tetrad  

complete four-points

ordered quadruple

quarter 

quadrant

first quadrant

third quadrant  

second quadrant  

fourth quadrant 

quartile 

rank 

column rank 

multiplicity

full rank

rank of an observation 

monotonic (adj) 

compactification 

Alexandroff compactification 

Stone-Čech compactification 

one-point compactification

tessellation  

false rejection

involution 

surface patch 

digit

numeral

binary digit 

binary numeral 

connectivity number 

trit 
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octal digit

random digit 

expanded numeral 

digital (adj) 

symbol 

Pochhammer symbol

algebraic symbol 

Legendre symbol 

Levi-Civita symbol

Landau symbols 

epsilon symbols

three-index symbols  

Christoffel symbols

sentential connectives  

propositional connectives

logical connectives

independent vertices  

mathematics

math/maths

pure mathematics

combinatorics 

fuzzy mathematics

applied mathematics 

higher mathematics 

discrete mathematics

finite mathematics

  *     *   *    
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reptile 

angular (adj) 

angle 

angle of elevation 

angle of declination 

angle of depression 

eccentric angle 

vertex angle 

right angle 

helix angle 

slope angle  

angle of inclination 

face angle

salient angle  

trihedral angle

dihedral angle 

acute angle 

exterior angle 

interior angle 

rotation angle

tetrahedral angle  

quadrantal angle

negative angle  

reentrant angle 

re-entering angle 

horn angle

polar angle

perigon

full angle

round angle

spherical angle 

oblique angle

vectorial angle  

polyhedral angle

complementary angle

polyhedral angle

solid angle 

convex angle

related angle 

reference angle 

central angle 

straight angle 

plane angle

supplementary angle 

tangential angle  

reflex angle 

obtuse angle

positive angle 

directed angle 

base angles 

alternate angles 

adjacent angles 

consecutive angles

conjugate angles 

explementary angles 

corresponding angles 

opposite angles

vertical angles 

equivalent angles 

group 

Abelian group 

free Abelian group

fundamental group 

projective group 

substitution group 

torsion group  

simple group 

sporadic simple group 
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torsion-free group  

Betti group 

trivial group  

perfect group

permutation group

regular permutation group 

commutative group 

transformation group  

symmetry group 

octahedral group

dihedral group 

dual group

subgroup 

trivial subgroup 

normal subgroup

proper subgroup

invariant subgroup 

commutator subgroup 

derived subgroup

isolated subgroup

additive group 

Abelian additive group  

free group

real orthogonal group 

real unimodular group 

soluble group 

solvable group 

real linear group 

full linear group

quotient group 

factor group

rotation group

cyclic group 

tetrahedral group  

four-group 

multiplicative group

topological group  

icosahedral group  

Galois group

infinite group 

Frattini subgroup

Frobenius group

value group  

Klein group 

Klein’s four-group 

orthogonal group

transitive group  

symmetric group 

alternating group 

composite group 

modular group

finite group

Hall subgroup 

homotopy group

homology group

unitary group  

solenoid group 

conjugate subgroups

groupoid 

direction angles 

Euler angles 

Eulerian angles 

coterminal angles 

ordered pair

pair (n)

parity

spheroidal excess 

spherical excess 

  *     *   *    
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predecessor 

antecedent

domain

domain of dependence

Prüfer domain

complex domain (field) 

leg 

septilateral (adj)  

septuple (adj)  

hexadecimal (adj)

sexadecimal (adj)  

dioctahedral 

strophoid 

right strophoid

oblique strophoid

Sierpinski carpet  

hexafoil

sextant  

sextile  

saddle 

monkey saddle

angular velocity 

surface 

unilateral surface  

cylindrical surface 

minimal surface

surface of constant curvature  

eight surface

kiss surface  

smooth surface 

translation surface  

surface of translation 

Peano surface

noncentral quadric 

degenerate quadric

unduloid 

surface of revolution 

Cartesian surface

surface of negative curvature  

surface of positive curvature  

tetrahedral surface  

parabolic Riemann surface

elliptic Riemann surface

hyperbolic Riemann surface 

saddle surface  

catenoid

peninsula surface

pseudospherical surface

toric surface  

toroidal surface  

nonorientable surface 

surface of Voss 

Weingarten surface

orientable surface 

diametral surface

heart surface

canal surface

molding surface 

spherical surface 

helicoid 

hyperbolic helicoid 

right helicoid 

surface of Liouville 

quadric surface

skew surface 

connected surface

convex surface

conical surface 
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circular conical surface

elliptic conical surface

surface of center 

continuous surface

level surface 

ruled surface

double ruled surface

conjugate ruled surface

closed surface

quartic surface

curved surface

handkerchief surface

prismatic surface 

surface of Monge 

developable surface

tangential developable surface  

pyramidal surface

one-sided surface

similar surfaces 

parallel surfaces

row 

confocal quadrics 

Riemann surfaces 

applicable surfaces 

orthogonal surfaces

confocal conicoids 

conicoids 

facet

argument 

amplitude 

ceiling

sextillion  

shoemaker's knife 

arbilos (arbelos) 

chain 

epsilon chain

maximal chain

Euler chain 

Eulerian chain 

Pappus chain

Markov chain

symmetric chain 

antichain 

simple closed chain 

Hamiltonian chain 

scalar (adj) 

scalar-valued (adj) 

finite character 

azimuth 

sagitta  

  *     *   *    
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net 

network 

lattice  

epsilon net

complete lattice

Cauchy net

convergent net

complemented lattice

modular lattice

directed network 

n-net

lattice  

Flocal quasi-F martingale

pseudograph

ringoid

near ring  

pseudolength

pseudosphere

pseudodistance

pseudo inverse

rhomboid 

trapezoid  

trapezium  

isosceles trapezoid

prismoid 

tree  

binary tree 

extended binary tree 

decision tree 

game tree

spanning tree 

rooted tree

subtree 

free tree

quadtree 

quaternary tree 

rooted ordered tree

labelled tree  

n-ary tree  

singularity 

condition 

consistency condition

experimental condition

ascending chain condition 

descending chain condition

minimum condition 

maximum condition 

control condition

Jacobi condition  

Jordan condition  

boundary condition 

Dini condition 

Riemann condition 

sufficient condition 

necessary condition  

Lipschitz condition

Neumann boundary condition

Haar condition

Hölder condition

vinculum

Tychonoff conditions 

mixed type boundary conditions 

Dirichlet conditions 

ribbon 

Möbius strip

Möbius band
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opposite rays

parallel rays

parity 

figure 

congruent figures

oppositely congruent figures 

directly congruent figures 

reciprocal polar figures 

oval 

solid figure 

geometric figure

fork

devil on two sticks

  *     *   *    
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validity  

limaçon

limaçon of Pascal

Pascal's limaçon

minor

principal minor 

complementary minor

Fredholm minors

Nnumber class modulo N

residue class 

congruence class 

isometry class

proper class

open-ended class

modal class

sheet 

cipher

zero  

nought (naught)

trailing zero  

null (adj)

nullity

equivalence classes 

lamina 

array 

binomial array

box 

image 

inverse image 

counter-image 

spherical image 

continuous image

Ibn Yunus formulas

trigonometric addition formulas

De Moivre’s formulae

Simpson's formulas  

Serret-Frenet formulas 

factor formulae

indeterminate forms  

Frenet-Serret formulas

Weingarten formulas

half-angle formulas

Wallis formulas

form 

formula 

reduction formula 

recursion clause 

recursion formula 

remainder formula 

Euler summation formula 

Poisson’s summation formula 

vertex form

Polya counting formula

section formula  

Euler's formula 

Euler-Maclaurin formula 

Pfaffian form

Poisson formula 

Peters' formula

empirical formula

quadratic form

quadratic formula

differential form

exact differential form 

bilinear form 

multiplication formula 
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addition formula 

Jordan form  

linear form

sesquilinear form  

Rodrigues formula

Sommerfeld's formula 

Spearman-Brown formula 

Stirling's formula 

prismoidal formula 

spectral form 

Viète's formula  

polar form

Cardano formula

Cauchy formula

Cauchy integral formula

Lagrange's formula 

Lagrange form of the reminder  

Leibnitz formula 

Laisant’s recurrence formula 

Maclaurin's formula

multilinear form 

symmetric form 

alternating form 

reduced form 

standard form of an equation 

asymptotic formula 

Möbius inversion formula

Monge form

Machin's formula

Newton-Raphson formula

Hadamard formula

Hermitian form

skew Hermitian form 

Hero’s formula

Heron’s formula

Huygens’ formula 

Plemelj formulas

Mellin inversion formulas

isometric forms

  

  *     *   *    
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random noise 

Gaussian noise

postmultiplication 

cross-multiplication 

premultiplication 

scalar multiplication 

premultiplication 

block multiplication 

postmultiplication 

nested multiplication 

logical multiplication

edge 

side 

arm of an angle 

leg 

adjacent side 

common side 

opposite side

terminal side  

consecutive sides

corresponding sides 

graph join  

  *     *   *    
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torus  

ring torus

toroid  

kite 

topology  

projective topology 

Euclidean topology 

trivial topology 

differential topology

combinatorial topology 

algebraic topology 

product topology 

coarsest topology

general topology

strong operator topology 

discrete topology

Tychonoff topology 

piecewise-linear topology

quotient topology 

weak topology

indiscrete topology 

strong topology 

compact-open topology 

locally convex topology

induced topology 

relative topology 

transformation methods  

root squaring methods

summability methods 

recurrence formula methods 

Monge's methods

subtraction 

member (of an equality)

heuristic method

relaxation method 

deductive method 

method of exhaustion

method of exclusions

steepest descent method

steepest descent method

gradient method

steepest gradient method

steepest gradient method

washer method

stationary phase method  

method of moments

finite element method

variate difference method  

washer method

secant method 

disk method

shell method 

simplex method 

least-squares method 

saddle-point method  

method of false position

false position

method of semiaverages

Euler method 

Picard method

Jacobi’s method  

Runge-Kutta method

Ruffini-Horner method

Ritz method

Rayleigh-Ritz method 

Riemann method 

Seidel method  

Charpit’s method
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Graeffe (or Gräffe) method

Ferrari's method 

Frobenius method

hypercircle method 

Karmarker method 

Lanczos's method 

Milne method

Muller method 

Halley’s method 

Householder’s method 

Horner’s method

Hero’s method

embedding

imbedding 

phase

principal phase 

girth

length 

external path length 

internal path length 

length of an arc 

perimeter

spectrum 

graph spectrum  

residual spectrum 

point-spectrum 

  *     *   *    
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Gibbs phenomenon

Stokes phenomenon 

cotangent 

hyperbolic cotangent 

hyperbolic tangent 

 

  *     *   *    
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apothem 

short radius 

factor

monomial factor 

factor of proportionality

highest common factor

greatest common factor

prime factor 

conversion factor

unit conversion factor  

integrating factor

Jordan factor  

proper factor

cofactor

idemfactor  

common divisor 

common factor 

factorial

subfactorial 

rising factorial

indeterminate expressions  

expression 

bilinear expression 

biconditional statement 

algebraic expression 

irrational algebraic expression 

rational algebraic expression 

surd  

numerical phrase

irreducible lambda expression

mixed expression

rational expression 

edge independence number

vertex-covering number 

edge-covering number 

vertex domination number

edge domination number 

number

elementary number

duodecimal number

binary number 

cardinal number 

primitive pseudoperfect number 

irrational number

pure surd

mixed surd

conjugate surd

independence number  

even prime 

skewes number 

condition number 

winding number 

edge number

prime number 

good prime  

gigantic prime

Euler number 

Bernoulli number 

Betti number 

perfect number

multiply perfect number 

multiplicative perfect number

Titanic prime  

imaginary number 

pure imaginary number

ordinal number

compound number 

nonagonal number 
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enneagonal number

harmonic number 

Thabit ibn Kurrah number  

algebraic number 

Genocchi number

real 

real number 

unsigned real number  

square-free number 

squarefree number 

quadratfrei number 

pentagonal number

index number  

cyclomatic number 

Ramsey number 

primitive abundant number 

even number 

negative number  

heptagonal number 

septinary number  

signless Stirling number  

hexagonal number 

Smith number 

pandigital number

pseudo-prime number

quasi-perfect number 

pseudoperfect number

integer 

algebraic integer 

cyclotomic integer 

negative integer  

complex integer 

nonnegative integer 

nonpositive integer 

unsigned integer  

factorable integer

positive integer 

whole number

natural number  

normal number

weird number

decimal number 

nonrecurring decimal 

nonrepeating decimal 

nonperiodic decimal 

nonterminating decimal

mixed decimal

complex number 

Gödel number

irrational number

odd number 

superperfect number 

hypercomplex number 

quaternion 

Fibonacci number 

defective number 

Kaprekar number  

perfect number

Kureppa number 

Lebesgue number 

nonresidue number

Liouville number

transcendental number  

triangular number  

mixed number

mixed-base number

mixed-radix number

square number 

Mersenne number

Mersenne prime

composite number 

rectangular number 
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doubly even number

absolute number 

amenable number 

singly even number 

characteristic number

regular number 

rational number 

dyadic rational

positive number 

directed number 

signed number 

transfinite number  

deficient number 

gnomonic number  

semiprime number  

semiperfect number  

Harshad number

pentagonal pyramidal number

abundant number 

redundant number 

Whitney number

twin primes 

conjugate algebraic numbers

conjugate radicals

conjugate complex numbers

incommensurable numbers  

homogeneous numbers

amicable numbers 

congruent numbers

heterogeneous numbers

scalar (adj) 

scalar-valued (adj) 

width

loop  

moment 

factorial moment

sample moment  

decagon

score 

icosahedron  

truncated icosahedron 

regular icosahedron 

decimal 

repeating decimal 

recurring decimal 

periodic decimal

infinite decimal

finite decimal 

terminating decimal  

decile 

clique

conjunction

decade

knot 

node

flecnode

even node 

odd node 

crunode 

complex (adj, n) 

converse

reversion 

inverse 

Lamé's relations 

ordinally similar relations 

relation 

binary relation 

inclusion relation 

recurrence relation 

recursion relation 

reflexive relation 

integer relation 
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Parseval's relation 

order relation

fuzzy relation

equivalence relation 

Peirce stroke relationship

inverse relation 

irreflexive relation

strict relation 

Kummer relation 

intransitive relation 

nontransitive relation 

Legendre relation

connected relation

transitive relation  

symmetric relation 

antisymmetric relation 

composite relation 

equals relation

mark

sign 

radical sign

sign of aggregation 

class mark

standard score  

statistics  

biostatistics 

dynamics

arithmetic 

higher arithmetic 

trigonometry  

analytic trigonometry 

spherical trigonometry 

plane trigonometry

geometry

rational operations 

operation

Abelian operation 

elementary operation

binary operation 

unary operation  

multiplication

Russian multiplication

commutative operation 

ternary operation  

biconditional operation 

dual operation

algebraic operation 

external operation 

internal operation 

elementary row operation

elementary column operation

anticommutative operation 

complementary operation

idempotent operation  

elementary matrix operation

match

ring operations

column 

perpendicular

common perpendicular 

perpendicular (adj)

element

primitive element 

minimal element

minimal member

primitive element 

maximal element

maximal member

torsion element  

prime element 

algebraic element 

free element of a group
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linear element

upper bound  

universal element  

null element

irreducible element

join-irreducible member

join-irreducible member

separable element  

lower bound  

invertible element 

left-invertible element 

right-invertible element 

transcendental element  

ideal element  

member (of a set)

neutral element

identity element 

additive identity 

multiplicative identity

self-inverse element  

matrix element

inverse element 

nilpotent element

rational element 

unit element  

dual elements

conjugate elements

equivalent elements 

defect 

sample  

stratified sample 

random sample 

random ordered sample 

biased sample 

systematic sample 

representative sample 

  *     *   *    
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forest

gamma

grade

square grade 

gradian

sieve of Eratosthenes 

Sierpinski sieve 

Sierpinski gasket  

affine hull 

convex linear hull

convex hull

closure

immersion 

insoluble (adj) 

insolvable (adj) 

unsolvable (adj)  

nonnegative (adj) 

nonzero (adj)

insoluble (adj) 

insolvable (adj) 

unsolvable (adj)  

indivisible (adj) 

indivisible (adj) 

totally disconnected (adj)  

infinite (adj) 

nonpositive (adj) 

  *     *   *    
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category

binary point 

simple interest 

compound interest 

excess of nines

compass

hypothesis

statistical hypothesis  

null hypothesis

continuum hypothesis

alternative hypothesis 

simple hypothesis 

linear hypothesis

Riemann hypothesis 

composite hypothesis 

branch

principal branch 

nappes  

difference

run

rise

forward difference 

graph difference  

symmetric difference 

backward difference

set difference

bounded difference 

central difference 

common difference 

differences of the first order

first-order differences

differences of the second order

second-order differences  

tabular differences  

reciprocal differences 

finite differences 

hinged tessellation

inclusive disjunction  

exclusive disjunction 

separation of variables  

disjunction of propositions

separation of a set  

separation of the first kind  

separation of the second kind  

separable (adj)  

space 

probability space 

projective space 

column space 

Euclidean space 

generalized Euclidean space

mapping space

null space

sample space  

shrinking space 

Urysohn space  

Einstein space

Banach space 

reflexive Banach space 

regular Banach space 

nonsquare Banach space

superreflexive Banach space

simply connected space 

Polish space

Baire space 

Peano space

affine space 

complete space 
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weakly complete space

topologically complete space  

locally symmetric space

Tychonoff space 

three-space  

triangulable space  

dual space

inner product space 

subspace 

affine subspace 

linear subspace

invariant subspace 

linear space

topological linear space  

normed linear space

five-dimensional space

quotient space 

factor space

function space

Cartesian space

eigenspace

exotic four-space 

Riemann space 

hyperbolic space 

row space 

paracompact space 

countably paracompact space 

pseudometric space

topological space  

linear topological space

regular topological space 

normal space

completely normal space 

numerical space

lacunary space  

Fréchet space

separable space  

perfectly separable space

completely separable space 

Fourier space 

metacompact space

superspace 

measure space

nonatomic measure space 

finite measure space

measurable space

total space  

Kolmogorov space 

Luzin space 

Lindelöf space

sequence space  

homogeneous space

tangent vector space  

vector space  

dual vector space

topological vector space  

ordered vector space

normed vector space

Hermitian vector space

connected space

path-connected space

compact space 

sequentially compact space  

metric space

complete metric space 

symmetric space 

metrizable space

uniformly rotund space 

uniformly convex space 

strictly convex space

locally convex space

conjugate space
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flat space

tangent space  

regular space 

completely regular space 

uniform space  

normed space

tensor space  

Moore space 

n-space

n-dimensional space  

Hausdorff space

Hermitian space

Hilbert space

unitary space  

orthogonal subspaces

paired vector spaces

homeomorphic spaces

orthogonal spaces

isometric spaces

nearly isometric spaces  

homeomorphic spaces

differentiable (adj) 

efficiency

power efficiency 

relative efficiency 

action 

simple aggregation index 

hypervolume

over-ring 

hypersurface

ultrafactorial  

hyperspace

hyperellipse 

hypersphere

ultrafilter  

ultrametric  

hyperplane

hyperplane of support

hypercube 

coplanar (adj)

  *     *   *    
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birectangular (adj) 

reducible (adj) 

constructible (adj)

triangulable (adj)  

metrizable (adj)

finitely representable (adj)

summable (adj) 

soluble (adj) 

solvable (adj) 

traversable (adj)  

separable (adj)  

divisible (adj)

invertible (adj) 

measurable (adj)

differentiable (adj) 

developable (adj)

Klein bottle 

elementary divisor

gcd

greatest common divisor

prime divisor 

aliquot part 

exact divisor 

normal divisor

aliquant part 

proper divisor

common divisor 

common factor 

secant 

cosecant

hyperbolic cosecant 

hyperbolic secant 

traverse  

transversal  

base 

basis 

rule

coordinate basis

test rule  

union rule of probability

stopping rule 

convolution rule

product rule 

squeeze rule 

golden rule  

rule of three

chain rule 

tangent rule  

rule of detachment

power rule 

rule of false position

Bayes rule 

Bayes decision rule 

substitution rule 

Thabit ibn Kurrah rule  

three-eighths rule  

dual basis

sub-base for a topology 

quotient rule 

de Gua’s rule 

Descartes' rule of signs

quarter squares rule 

Roth's removal rule

trapezoidal rule  

double angle formula 

base for topology 

Gauss-Legendre rule

canonical basis
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Cramer’s rule 

l'Hôpital's rule 

vector basis  

orthogonal basis

orthonormal basis

parallelogram rule

local base

filter base 

base for a filter 

standard basis 

parabolic rule

Hamel basis 

Horner’s rule

Weddle's rule 

double angle formula

sine rules 

law  

exponential law 

cancellation law

law of quadrants  

law of exponents  

law of signs  

law of large numbers  

weak law of large numbers  

strong law of large numbers  

law of species  

Bernoulli's law 

breakdown law 

reciprocity law 

quadratic reciprocity law 

Gaussian reciprocity law

law of contradiction  

contradiction law

law of the excluded middle  

double law of the mean

square-root law 

law of sines  

sines law 

binomial law 

law of contradiction  

contradiction law

law of tangents  

tangent law  

first law of the mean

law of the mean  

law of averages  

law of tangents  

tangent law  

law of growth  

law of the mean  

commutative law 

complementation law

associative law 

binary operation 

distributive law

cosine law 

law of cosines  

parallelogram law

Morrie's law 

index laws  

absorption laws 

sine laws 

De Morgan’s laws

spherical cap 

cross-cap 

false acceptance

spline 

hippopede

disc

disk

unit disk  

closed disk
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open disc

cusp

spinode 

simple cusp 

tacnode  

double cusp

cusp of the first kind

cusp of the second kind

adjoint matrix 

division

exact division 

integer division 

short division 

long division  

divisible (adj)

shear 

simple shear 

extremum 

extreme 

Napier's bones  

proposition

equivalent propositions

sector  

circular sector

spherical sector 

pole

polar (adj) 

diagonal

diameter

graph diameter  

second diagonal 

secondary diagonal 

leading diagonal  

principal diagonal 

main diagonal

conjugate diameters

cut  

truncation 

minimum cut 

branch cut 

branch cut 

golden section

hyperbola 

geodesic hyperbola

rectangular hyperbola 

right hyperbola 

equilateral hyperbola

degenerate conic

improper conic section 

cross-cut 

parabola

cubical parabola 

semicubical parabola  

ellipse

geodesic ellipse

Neil's parabola  

conjugate hyperbolas

similar hyperbolas 

similarly placed conics 

similar ellipses 

segment  

initial segment 

circular segment

spherical segment 

line segment

parabolic segment

central conics 

conics 

conic sections 

confocal conics 

jump  

saltus  
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invertible (adj) 

apex 

funnel

zero divisors  

divisors of zero

power 

power of the continuum 

perfect power

generalized power

arc 

asin 

arc sine 

antisine 

asinh 

arc-hyperbolic sine 

minor arc

short arc 

atan 

antitangent 

arc tangent 

atanh 

arc-hyperbolic tangent 

asec 

antisecant 

arc secant 

asech 

arc-hyperbolic secant 

major arc

simple arc 

Jordan arc  

acos 

anticosine 

arc cosine 

acosh 

arc cosh 

arc-hyperbolic cosine 

circular arc

acot 

actn 

anticotangent 

arc cotangent 

acoth 

actnh 

arc cotanh 

arc-hyperbolic cotangent 

acsc 

acosec 

anticosecant 

arc cosecant 

acsch 

acosech 

arc cosech 

supplementary arc 

Poisson brackets 

triangle arcs  

angle brackets 

conjugate arcs

braces

brackets 

parentheses

round brackets

measure

mensuration 

probability measure 

entropy measure

sexagesimal measure of angles 

counting measure 

Borel measure 

regular Borel measure 

Baire measure

regular Baire measure 

complete measure
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harmonic measure 

product measure 

finitely additive measure

Jordan measure  

Jordan outer measure  

outer Jordan measure

Jordan inner measure  

exterior measure 

outer measure

inner measure 

interior measure 

circular measure

Radon measure 

Riemann-Stieltjes measure 

totally sigma-finite measure  

singular measure 

measure zero

null measure

zero measure  

complex measure 

full measure of a set

invariant measure 

Lebesgue measure 

Lebesgue exterior measure

Lebesgue outer measure 

Lebesgue interior measure

concentrated measure 

standard measure  

finite measure

totally finite measure  

signed measure 

point measure

horse fetter 

functional constraint

nonholonomic constraint 

graph eigenvalues  

permissible values of a variabl 

value  

truth value 

modulus of a complex number 

place value

turning value 

fuzzy value

fixed value

critical value 

value of a function  

eigenvalue

principal value

singular value 

minimum

local minimum

value of an expression  

numerical value

maximum

local maximum

lacunary value  

proper value

Cauchy principal value

value of a variable  

expected value 

optimum

stationary value  

magnitude

absolute value 

characteristic value

outlier 

mean value

measurable (adj)

  *     *   *    
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perfect (adj)

object

algebraic object 

randomized blocks 

density

reticular density 

Schnirelmann density 

spectral density 

density of a point

sphere 

unit ball  

unit sphere  

Dandelin sphere 

exotic sphere 

Riemann sphere 

complex sphere 

circumscribed sphere

solid sphere 

closed ball

open ball

osculating sphere

n-sphere

oblate spheroid 

spherical (adj) 

fraction 

radical fraction

radix fraction

sampling fraction 

simple fraction 

continued fraction

simple continued fraction 

periodic continued fraction

recurring continued fraction 

terminating continued fraction  

pandigital fraction

vulgar fraction 

common fraction 

decimal fraction

irreducible fraction

improper fraction 

proper fraction

reduced fraction 

complex fraction 

compound fraction 

Egyptian fraction

rational fraction 

unit fraction  

similar decimal fractions  

similar fractions 

equivalent continued fractions 

partial fractions 

fractal 

contour

sufficiency 

Lebesgue integrable (adj) 

linearly dependent quantities

linearly independent quantities 

quantity 

imaginary quantity 

scalar quantity 

addend 

summand 

finite quantity

tensor quantity  

  *     *   *    
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Laplacian  

asymmetric (adj) 

extrinsic (adj) 

successor   

dummy suffix

corollary

inhomogeneous (adj) 

invariant 

infinitesimal 

lambda 

infinity 

positive infinity 

closure

algebraic closure 

real closure 

integral closure 

transitive closure  

two-person game 

logarithm

trilogarithm  

dilogarithm 

hyperbolic logarithm 

natural logarithm  

common logarithm 

Naperian (Napierian) logarithm  

logarithmic (adj)

incidence 

Bernoulli’s lemniscate 

lemniscate of Bernoulli 

lemniscate of Gerono 

helix 

cylindrical helix 

sinusoidal spiral 

circular helix

conical helix 

fiber 

  *     *   *    
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matroid

operator

displacement operator

forward shift operator 

projection operator 

Boolean operator 

subnormal operator 

differential operator

integral operator 

linear operator

bounded linear operator 

positive definite linear operator 

d’Alembertian 

normal operator

inverse operator 

forward difference operator 

 backward difference operator

difference operator

Fredholm operator

Laplace operator  

compact operator 

symmetric operator 

identity operator 

step-down operator  

adjoint operator 

associate operator 

self-adjoint operator  

step-up operator  

continuous operator

closed operator

Hermitian operator

unit operator  

central mean operator

indicator  

value index  

price index 

first principles

game

zero-sum game  

fair game

inverse probability principle 

inclusion-exclusion principle 

induction principle 

superposition principle 

well-ordering principle

variational principle  

symmetry principle 

principle of the excluded middle  

principle of duality

duality principle

principle of the minimum 

principle of the maximum 

maximum-modulus principle 

uniform boundedness principle 

pigeonhole principle

location principle

Dirichlet principle 

reflection principle of Schwarz 

letter-box principle 

Harnack’s principle

commutator 

anticommutator

Lie commutator

fixed point theorems

Shannon's theorems 

theorem  
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Abel theorem 

Abel’s limit theorem 

Apery’s theorem 

Arzela-Ascoli theorem 

impossibility theorem 

Ostrogradski’s theorem

Ascoli’s theorem 

SSS theorem 

total probability theorem  

shifting theorem 

six exponentials theorem 

prime number theorem 

odd number theorem 

remainder theorem 

closed graph theorem

Steinitz exchange theorem 

divergence theorem 

Schrier refinement theorem 

unique factorization theorem 

speed-up theorem 

homomorphism theorem

inverse-mapping theorem 

open mapping theorem

Riemann mapping theorem 

monotone convergence theorem

strong convergence theorem

Stokes' integral theorem 

Poincaré recurrence theorem 

convolution theorem

first isomorphism theorem  

Tietze extension theorem  

alternation theorem 

second mean-value theorem

dual theorem

square-root theorem 

rational root theorem 

sine-tangent theorem 

binomial theorem 

inverse function theorem 

three-circle theorem  

seven circles theorem

six circles theorem 

implicit function theorem  

residue theorem 

Cauchy’s residue theorem 

Lagrange’s group theorem  

marriage theorem

ham sandwich theorem

friendship theorem

strong ergodic theorem

finite moment theorem

Lagrange inversion theorem

Baire’s category theorem 

basis theorem 

Hilbert’s basis theorem 

initial-value theorem 

minimum-value theorem

maximum-value theorem

intermediate value theorem 

final-value theorem 

mean value theorem

Lebesgue's density theorem 

nested-interval theorem 

pivot theorem

four-squares theorem 

three-squares theorem  

reciprocal theorem 

ratio theorem 

central limit theorem 

existence theorem
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Japanese theorem  

Urysohn's metrization theorem 

Euler's theorem 

Hoehn’s theorem

Egoroff's theorem

Pappus theorem

Parseval's theorem 

Pascal theorem

Banach-Tarski theorem 

Painlevé’s theorem

Bayes’ theorem 

alternative theorem 

Brouwer’s theorem 

Bernoulli theorem 

Brun's theorem 

Brianchon’s theorem 

Ptolemy's theorem

Blaschke’s theorem 

Budan’s theorem 

Bolzano’s theorem 

ergodic theorem of Birkhoff 

Bézout’s theorem 

Picard’s first theorem

Picard’s second theorem

Picard’s little theorem

Picard’s big theorem

Thales' theorem  

Taylor theorem  

Titchmarsh's theorem  

location theorem

Ceva’s theorem 

Tauberian theorem  

Tonelli's theorem

Tychonoff's theorem 

Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem   

Jacobi’s theorem  

Jensen’s theorem  

Jordan-Hölder theorem  

Johnson’s theorem  

Gerschgoren’s theorem

Gergonne’s theorem

James’ theorem  

Khintchine theorem  

Darboux theorem

Gerschgoren circle theorem

Monge's circle theorem

Dupin's theorem

De Moivre’s theorem

Duhamel's theorem

Dirichlet theorem 

Desargues theorem

Dilworth's theorem 

Dini theorem 

Radon’s theorem 

Ramsey theorem 

Rao Blaccwell theorem 

Roth's theorem

Rouché's theorem

Rolle's theorem

Runge's theorem

Runge-Walsh theorem

Ricci theorem 

Riesz-Fischer theorem 

Zeckendorf's theorem  

Sard's theorem 

Sperner's theorem 

Stone's theorem 

Stone-Weierstrass theorem 

Stone's representation theorem 

Stewart's theorem  
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Schottky's theorem 

Slutsky's theorem 

Souslin's theorem 

Steinitz theorem 

Sturm's theorem  

Sturm separation theorem 

Schruttka theorem 

Schur's theorem 

Sylow's theorem 

Gaskin’s theorem

Gallucci’s theorem  

Gauss’ theorem I

Gauss’ theorem III 

Gauss’ theorem II 

Gauss’ theorem IV 

Gauss-Bonnet theorem

Gram’s theorem

Green’s theorem

Green’s theorem in space 

Gödel’s theorem

Gödel second theorem

Gelfand-Mazur theorem

Gelfond's theorem

Varignon's theorem  

Van der Waerden's theorem  

Vandermonde's theorem  

Feit-Thompson theorem

Frobenius theorem

Fredholm theorem

Floquet theorem

Fubini's theorem

Ford-Fulkerson theorem

Fourier's theorem 

von Aubel's theorem  

Pythagorean theorem

Fejer's theorem

Fermat's theorem 

Fermat's last theorem 

Fermat's little theorem 

Wiener-Khintchine theorem 

Carleson’s theorem

Cavalieri’s theorem

Cantor theorem 

Cayley's theorem

Cayley-Hamilton theorem 

Krein-Milman theorem 

Krull theorem 

Kuratowski theorem 

Cauchy-Hadamard theoerm

Cauchy’s integral theorem 

König-Egerváry theorem 

Lagrange's theorem 

Lambert theorem 

Landau's theorem 

Lancret’s theorem 

La Hire's theorem 

Leibnitz theorem 

Lebesgue's theorem 

Luzin theorem 

l'Huilier's theorem 

Liapunov convexity theorem

Lindelöf theorem

Lindemann theorem

Liouville's theorem

separation theorem of Mazur

Maclaurin's theorem

multinomial theorem 

Merten's theorem

eyeball theorem 

Jordan curve theorem  
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Motzkin's theorem 

Moore-Osgood theorem 

Morley's theorem 

Morera's theorem 

Meusnier's theorem

Mittag-Leffler's theorem

Menelaus' theorem 

Menger's theorem 

midpoint theorem

Nicomachus's theorem

Hadamard theorem

Haruki’s theorem

Hamilton-Cayley theorem 

Hahn-Banach theorem

Heine’s theorem 

Heine-Borel theorem 

Hesse’s theorem

Hilbert’s theorem

Helmholtz’s theorem 

Hurwitz’s theorem 

Hall’s theorem 

Helly’s theorem 

Wallis theorem

monodromy theorem

Wilson's theorem 

Jung’s theorem  

Sylvester's theorems 

simplex 

topological simplex  

degenerate simplex

open simplex

oriented simplex

bordering for a determinant 

Schur's inequalities 

inequality 

Abel’s inequality 

isoperimetric inequality

Bessel inequality 

Boole’s inequality 

Buniakowski’s inequality 

quadratic inequality 

Chebyshev’s inequality

Jensen’s inequality  

Jordan’s inequality 

linear inequality

conditional inequality 

Schwarz inequality 

Cauchy inequality

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

unconditional inequality  

Lagrange's inequality 

Markov inequality

absolute inequality 

Minkowski's inequality

Hadamard inequality

Hadamard’s inequality

Hölder integral inequality

Hölder sum inequality

Young's inequality  

Kantorovich inequalities  

successive (adj) 

sequence  

binary sequence 

unimodal sequence  

recurrence sequence 

fundamental sequence

sequence of numbers  

integer sequence 

rabbit sequence

graphic sequence
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Padovan sequence

Perrine sequence

exact sequence 

harmonic sequence 

subsequence 

polynomial sequence

arithmetic sequence 

sequence of functions  

periodic sequence

monotone sequence 

monotone increasing sequence

monotone decreasing sequence 

Sturm sequence  

ascending sequence 

null sequence

moment sequence

infinite sequence 

Farey sequence

lacunary sequence  

difference sequence

Fibonacci sequence 

Cauchy’s sequence 

Markov sequence

divergent sequence

slowly oscillating sequence 

increasing sequence  

ascending sequence 

slowly increasing sequence 

convergent sequence

decreasing sequence 

descending sequence

slowly decreasing sequence 

sequence of sets  

convex sequence

bounded sequence 

multiple sequence 

generalized sequence

regular approximating sequence 

regular sequence 

finite sequence

split exact sequence 

Moore-Smith sequence 

Morse-Thue sequence 

descending sequence

sequence of points  

geometric sequence

homogeneous (adj)

vector  

curvature vector

null vector

zero vector  

position vector 

unit vector  

trivial vector 

dyadic vector

free vector

real vector

eigenvector

row vector 

random vector 

column vector 

base vector 

latent vector  

axial vector 

contravariant vector

covector 

tangent vector  

characteristic vector

dominant vector

covariant vector 
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normal vector to a plane

radius vector

coplanar vectors

collinear vectors

orthogonal vectors

orthonormal vectors

linearly dependent vectors

linearly independent vectors

reciprocal vectors 

parallel vectors

concentric (adj) 

antiparallel (adj) 

geometer

simultaneous inequalities 

incompatible inequalities  

Kolmogorov inequalities 

inconsistent inequalities  

equivalent inequalities 

inequality 

triangle inequality  

Cramer-Rao inequality 

Napier's inequality  

Newton's inequality

isogonal conjugates

degenerate (adj) 

metric (adj)

equicontinuous at a point

equidistant (adj)

series  

exponential series 

sine series 

factorial series

Taylor series  

iterated series

harmonic series 

two-way series 

uniformly summable series 

cosine series 

binomial series 

arithmetic series 

Dirichlet series 

dominating series

gap series

stationary time series  

negative series  

Stirling's series 

ascending series 

entire series

normal series

Gregory’s series 

infinite series 

lacunary series  

Fourier series 

complex Fourier series 

Fourier-Bessel series 

Fourier-Stieltjes series

hypergeometric series

power series 

lacunary power series  

formal power series 

lacunary power series  

Kapteyn series  

Lambert series  

Leibnitz series 

logarithmic series

Laurent series  

Liouville–Neumann series

Maclaurin series

divergent series

summable divergent series
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properly divergent series

telescopic series  

telescoping series  

oscillating series

orthogonal series

convergent series

permanently convergent series

alternating series 

trigonometric series  

double series

asymptotic series 

truncated series 

reciprocal series 

finite series

autoregressive series 

dominating series

positive series 

Mercator's series

half-range series 

Neumann series

similar (adj) 

inversely similar 

continuum

real continuum 

Peano continuum

continuant 

coincident (adj)

Ricci identities 

Pythagorean identities

trigonometric identities  

identity 

Pascal identity

Bianchi identity 

Bézout’s identity 

Parseval's identity 

Jacobi’s identity  

Gelin-Cesàro identity

cyclic identity 

Vandermonde's identity  

Lagrange's identity 

Landen’s identity 

Lebesgue identity 

Legendre's identity 

Newton's identity

successive (adj) 

orthogonal (adj)

perpendicular (adj)

polydisk

multinomial 

polyalgorithm

multifactorial 

polylogarithm

polyabolo

polyiamond

polyking

polyplet

many-one (adj)

many-to-one (adj)

polyhex

polyhedron

hendecahedron 

undecahedron 

simple polyhedron 

nonahedron 

enneahedron

trihedron

trisoctahedron 

octahedron

pentahedron

tetrahedron  
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heptahedron 

hexahedron 

decahedron

icosahedron  

deltahedron

convex polyhedron

concave polyhedron 

regular polyhedron 

semi-regular polyhedron  

regular polytope 

convex polytope

multifoil 

variable  

response variable 

binary variable 

dummy variable

Poisson random variable

dependent variable

control variable

two-valued variable 

real variable

subscripted variable 

slack variable  

random variable 

stochastic variable 

beta random variable 

binomial random variable 

gamma random variable

vector random variable  

discrete random variable

standardized random variable 

complex variable 

Cauchy random variable

discrete variable

conjugate variable

independent variable  

normalized variate

decision variables 

independent random variables 

absolutely convergent (adj) 

complement

two's complement 

radix complement

radix-minus-one complement

nine complement

coversed sine 

versed cosine 

versine 

versed sine 

true complement 

ten's complement  

orthogonal complement

graph complement  

Schur complement 

relative complement 

antisymmetric (adj) 

contrary (adj)

contradictory (adj)

subcontrary (adj) 

manifold

affine manifold 

differential manifold

solvmanifold 

linear manifold

closed linear manifold

Riemannian manifold 

topological manifold  

Grassmann manifold

unbounded manifold  

differentiable manifold
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open manifold

smooth manifold 

parallelogram

fundamental parallelogram

period parallelogram 

parallelogram of periods

Varignon parallelogram  

parallelogram of vectors

gnomon

parallelepiped

parallelopiped

parallelotope

right parallelepiped

oblique parallelepiped

rectangular solid 

cuboid 

rectangular parallelepiped 

progression 

harmonic progression 

arithmetic progression 

geometric progression

metrizable (adj)

mean

average 

mean deviation

average deviation 

average curvature 

mean difference

mean square

arithmetic average 

exmedian

sample mean  

moving average 

weighted mean

weighted average

median of a triangle

geometric average

population mean 

counterexample 

ideal  

minimal ideal

maximal ideal

prime ideal 

associated prime ideal 

two-sided ideal 

reducible ideal 

principal ideal 

order ideal

fractional ideal 

nilradical ideal

left ideal 

right ideal 

trigon  

triangle  

altitude triangle 

contact triangle

golden triangle  

Pascal triangle

Penrose triangle

geodetic triangle

geodesic triangle

acute triangle 

circular triangle

Reuleaux triangle 

heptagonal triangle 

right triangle

right-angled triangle 

pedal triangle

polar triangle

self-polar triangle  
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Kanizsa triangle  

spheroidal triangle 

spherical triangle 

right spherical triangle

quadrantal spherical triangle

trirectangular spherical triangle

oblique spherical triangle

scalene spherical triangle 

isosceles spherical triangle

Leibnitz harmonic triangle

Magog triangle

oblique triangle

triangle of vectors  

equilateral triangle 

isosceles triangle

medial triangle

median triangle

scalene triangle 

triangle of reference  

tangential triangle  

obtuse triangle

Morley's triangle 

homothetic triangles

symmetric spherical triangles  

conjugate triangles

similar triangles 

reciprocal triangles 

octagon

interval

interval of convergence 

confidence interval 

error range

class interval

order interval

closed interval 

open interval

codomain

half-closed interval

half-open interval

interval of existence 

nested intervals  

population 

subpopulation 

stratum 

infinite population 

continuous population

finite population

radicand

Archimedean solid 

platonic solid

annular solid 

solid of revolution 

hyperboloid 

hyperboloid of two sheets 

hyperboloid of revolution 

hyperboloid of one sheet 

cylindroid 

ungula 

spheroid 

prolate spheroid 

hyperbolic paraboloid 

paraboloid

paraboloid of revolution

elliptic paraboloid

curvilinear solid

ellipsoid

ellipsoid of revolution

prolate ellipsoid 

oblate ellipsoid

semi-regular solid  
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polytope

similar hyperboloids 

similar paraboloids

similar ellipsoids 

simplicial complex 

simplicial subcomplex  

topological simplicial complex  

oriented simplicial complex

sum 

lower sum  

upper sum  

sum of squares 

graph sum  

partial sum

arithmetic sum 

lower Darboux sum  

upper Darboux sum  

Riemann sum 

lower Riemann sum  

direct sum 

orthogonal sum

pooled sum of squares 

bounded sum 

Darboux sums

nested sets 

equal sets 

equinumerable sets 

equipollent sets 

diffeomorphic sets

equivalent sets

equipotent sets 

independent sets  

disjoint sets

set  

power set 

singleton 

unit set  

index set  

fundamental set of solutions  

null set

empty set

universal set  

residual set 

simply ordered set 

Borel set 

Baire set 

underlying set 

control group

analytic set 

fuzzy set

fixed set

bicompact set 

subset 

multiplicative subset

proper subset

dense subset

total subset  

set of Jordan content 0  

Julia set  

resolvent set 

solution set 

quotient set 

residual set 

dominating vertex set

dominating vertex set

four-point set 

precompact set 

negative set  

Sperner set 

Souslin set 
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Sierpinski set 

zero set  

retract 

countable set 

denumerable set

uncountable set  

nondenumerable set 

nowhere dense set

disconnected set

infinite set 

set of uniqueness  

superset 

Vitali set  

power set 

measurable set

perfect set

Cantor set

Cantor ternary set

dense-in-itself set

absorbing set 

connected set

arcwise-connected set 

path-connected set

pathwise-connected set

compact set 

countably compact set  

sequentially compact set  

relatively compact set 

conditionally compact set 

orthogonal set

complete orthonormal set

discrete set

complementary set

balanced set 

feasible set

convex set

bounded set 

totally bounded set  

bounded set from below 

bounded set from above 

reachable set 

ordered set

serially ordered set  

completely ordered set 

partially ordered set

poset 

well-ordered set

linearly ordered set

maximal independent set

affinely independent set 

level set 

derived set

coset 

left coset 

right coset 

closed set

algebraically closed set 

topologically closed set  

relatively closed set 

open set

relatively open set 

set of ordered pairs  

set of first category  

first-category set 

second-category set 

set of second category  

finite set

isolated set

external dominating set 

tensorial set  
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positive set 

directed set 

Moore-Smith set 

rare set 

star-shaped set  

n-tuple set

meager set

edge set

dominating edge set

dominating edge set

similar sets of points 

conjugate sets

separated sets  

unknown  

order-preserving (adj) 

simulation 

coordinate axes

Bernoulli trials 

binomial trials 

multinomial trials 

trial  

left identity  

right identity

Jordan content  

exterior Jordan content 

outer Jordan content  

inner Jordan content  

interior Jordan content 

exterior content 

interior content 

det

determinant

secular determinant  

Boolean determinant 

cubic determinant 

functional determinant

circulant determinant

numerical determinant

Gram determinant

Fredholm determinant

Vandermonde determinant  

symmetric determinant 

antisymmetric determinant 

skew-symmetric determinant 

Jacobian determinant  

gibbous (adj) 

focus

refinement 

resultant 

eliminant

join  

vector sum  

locus

cuspidal locus

analyst 

axis 

radical axis

axis of symmetry 

real axis 

axis of rotation 

y axis

z axis

x axis

z axis

minor axis

y axis

x axis

major axis

imaginary axis 

Cartesian axis
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principal axis 

polar axis

conjugate axis of hyperbola 

reference axis 

transverse axis  

positive axis 

Bessel transform 

Poisson transform

integral transform 

Stieltjes transform  

Weierstrass transform

Fourier transform 

fast Fourier transform

discrete Fourier transform

finite Fourier transform

Fourier-Bessel transform 

potential transform 

Laplace transform  

Legendre transform 

Mellin transform

Meijer transform

Hankel transform 

Hilbert transform

set-theoretic paradoxes  

paradox

Achilles’ paradox 

infinite hotel paradox

liar paradox

Burali-Forti paradox 

Jourdain’s paradox  

Russell's paradox

Zeno's paradox  

Simpson's paradox 

Cantor’s paradox 

racecourse paradox

Hausdorff paradox

Hilbert’s paradox

periphery 

circumference

perimeter

graph circumference  

Jordan contour  

circumference

circumference of a sphere

boundary of a set 

frontier of a set 

mixed radix (adj)

eccentric (adj) 

common denominator 

cone 

quadric cone

circular cone

right circular cone 

oblique circular cone

cone of revolution 

quadrangular pyramid

spherical cone 

truncated cone 

tangent cone  

elliptic cone

conoid

diagram

correlogram

Argand diagram

periodogram 

scattergram 

scatter diagram 

stem-and-leaf diagram  

Euler diagram 

commutative diagram 
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control chart

branching diagram 

branching diagram 

circle graph

pie chart

sectorgram  

histogram

tree diagram  

Ferrers diagram 

Venn diagram  

bar chart 

component bar chart 

nomogram 

nomograph 

alignment chart 

Hasse diagram

pentagon

conjecture 

Bieberbach conjecture 

Poincaré conjecture

Souslin's conjecture 

Goldbach conjecture

Catalan conjecture

Littlewood conjecture

orbit

entry

diagonal entry

spinor 

Dirac spinor 

range 

spread 

interquartile range 

subrange 

numerical range

balanced range of error

complex conjugate 

adjoint matrix 

harmonic conjugates 

cumulants 

idempotent (adj)  

square 

unit square  

perfect square

Cartesian square

magic square

multiplication magic square 

gnomon magic square  

perfect square

perfect trinomial square

Latin square  

incomplete Latin square  

diagonal Latin square

nabla squared  

semimagic square  

Yonden square  

order

order of degeneracy

order of symmetry

order of magnitude

infinite order 

compactum 

dominated (adj)

filter 

Fréchet filter

geometric complex

covariant components 

component 

xx component

yy component

zz component
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component of a graph 

graph component  

component of a vector 

component of the stress tensor 

center 

centre 

radical center

center of projection 

homothetic center

ray center 

inversion center 

center of inversion 

center of curvature 

center of principal curvature 

center of geodesic curvature

center of spherical curvature

center of normal curvature 

center of volume

center of figure 

center of area 

similitude center 

center of similitude 

graph center  

incenter 

excenter 

ecenter

circumcentre

epicenter

barycenter 

centroid of a triangle 

area 

lateral area  

path

Eulerian path 

orthogonal trajectory

sample path  

dipath 

directed path 

simple dipath 

Hamiltonian path 

vertex-disjoint paths 

distance

Euclidean distance 

graph distance  

geodesic distance

Cartesian distance

perpendicular distance

spherical distance 

Hausdorff distance

Delian (altar) problem

Apollonius’ problem 

problème des ménages 

married couples problem

needle problem  

ménage problem 

twelve-color theorem 

four-color problem 

travelling salesman problem  

trisection problem 

triangulation problem  

lift problem

problème des recontres 

isomorphism problem

maximum flow problem

rook problem

problem of nontaking rooks 

small world problem 

moment problem

three-decision problem  

initial-value problem 
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eigenvalues problem

boundary value problem 

extreme value problem 

isoperimetric problem

queens problem 

problem of type 

Buffon’s problem 

Bolza's problem 

Behrens-Fisher problem 

Plateau problem

birthdays problem 

two-decision problem 

Josephus problem  

knapsak problem 

Dido's problem

Dirichlet problem 

sphere-packing problem 

Sturm-Liouville problem  

unsolvable problem

unsolvable problem

Fisher-Behrens problem

Schauder basis problem 

four coins problem 

Kakeya problem 

Cauchy problem

caterer problem

well-posed problem

ill-posed problem 

improperly posed problem 

Monge's problem

Neumann problem

Haberdasher’s problem

Hansen’s problem 

one-sample problem

equal (adj)

equality 

Bézout’s equality 

Parseval's equality 

continued equality

Dobinski's equality

transportation problems  

location problems

Landau’s problems 

Hilbert’s problems

rectangle 

perfect rectangular

golden rectangle

Latin rectangle  

stable (adj) 

stationary (adj) 

asymptotically stable 

algebraically independent 

projective line 

radical line

rectilinear (adj) 

number line

real line 

Euler line 

Pascal line

Gergonne line

Simson line  

Souslin's line 

line at infinity

secant line 

pedal line

tangent line to a surface  

tangent line to a curve  

directed line 

Neumann line

isogonal lines 
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concurrent lines 

skew lines 

orthogonal lines

parallel lines

continuous (adj) 

continuous on the left 

continuous on the right 

plane

coordinate plane

Arguesian plane 

projective plane 

projecting plane 

finite projective plane

primitive plane 

Pappian plane

affine plane 

partial plane

plane of support

Cartesian plane

principal plane 

complex plane 

nondegenerate plane 

diametral plane

inclined plane 

rectifying plane 

osculating plane

tangent plane  

finite plane

extended plane 

normal plane

confidence level 

radical plane of two spheres 

real plane 

extended complex plane 

extended complex plane 

plane of reflection

reflection plane 

plane of symmetry

symmetry plane 

mirror plane of symmetry

plane of mirror symmetry

Desarguesian plane

Fano plane

Hjelmslev plane

affine Hjelmslev plane 

Hughes plane 

copunctal planes

coaxial planes

collinear planes

concurrent planes 

conjugate planes

parallel planes

sample survey  

hexagon

simple hexagon 

ruling

rule

ruler

slide rule 

projection 

projector 

scalar projection 

projection on a line 

projection on a plane 

vector projection  

gnomonic projection

walk

Eulerian walk 

random walk 

Euclid's postulates 
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Peano’s postulates

postulate 

parallel postulate

triangle postulate  

Bertrand’s postulate 

equidistant postulate 

Napier's analogies  

similitude 

observation

derivative

directional derivative 

first derivative

third derivative  

second derivative 

partial derivative 

higher partial derivative 

mixed partial derivative

Schwartzian derivative 

total derivative  

logarithmic derivative

multidimensional derivative 

left-hand derivative 

sink 

summation convention 

lift

matrix

E-matrix

elementary matrix

correlation matrix

fundamental matrix

exponential matrix 

matrix of coefficients

incidence matrix 

Boolean matrix 

permutation matrix

variance-covariance matrix  

covariance matrix 

covariance matrix 

adjacency matrix 

subdiagonal matrix 

matrix of a linear transformation 

Toeplitz matrix  

constant matrix

tridiagonal matrix  

triple-diagonal matrix  

Jacobi canonical matrix 

submatrix 

principal submatrix

Jordan matrix  

real matrix 

real-symmetric matrix 

reducible matrix 

echelon matrix 

reduced echelon matrix 

circulant matrix

periodic matrix

null tetrad matrix

row matrix 

scalar matrix 

singular matrix 

minimal matrix

null matrix

normal matrix

scalar matrix 

inverse matrix 

random matrix 

stochastic matrix 

column matrix 

Gram matrix

nonsingular matrix 
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sparse matrix 

Vandermonde matrix  

superdiagonal matrix 

diagonal matrix

block diagonal matrix 

invertible matrix 

eigenmatrix

Kac matrix  

dense matrix

Clement matrix

skew matrix 

derogatory matrix

continuant matrix

orthogonal matrix 

symmetric matrix 

antisymmetric matrix 

skew-symmetric matrix  

triangular matrix  

lower triangular matrix  

upper triangular matrix  

identity matrix 

contragradient matrix

associate matrix 

idempotent matrix  

square matrix 

rectangular matrix 

doubly stochastic matrix

nilpotent matrix

negative definite matrix 

positive definite matrix 

regular matrix 

finite matrix

diagonally dominant matrix

augmented matrix 

negative semidefinite matrix

Hadamard matrix

Hankel matrix 

Hermitian matrix

skew Hermitian matrix 

Hessenberg matrix

lower Hessenberg matrix  

Hilbert matrix

unitary matrix  

unimodulus matrix  

unimodular matrix  

Jacobian matrix  

conjunctive matrices

similar matrices 

congruent matrices

equivalent matrices 

conformable matrices 

undetermined multipliers  

Lagrange multipliers  

multiple 

multiple-valued (adj) 

least common multiple 

lowest common multiple  

common multiple 

duplication of the cube

augend 

quarter square multiplier 

multiplier 

Euler multiplier 

multiplicand 

polygon

dodecagon

hendecagon 

simple polygon 

skew polygon  

cumulative frequency polygon  
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enneagon

frequency polygon

cumulative frequency polygon  

Jordan polygon  

circular polygon

cyclic polygon 

Reuleaux polygon 

heptagon 

heptadecagon 

heptakaidecagon 

heptacontagon 

hexadecagon

hexakaidecagon 

hexacontagon

hexagon

saddle polygon  

icosagon

spherical polygon 

polygon of vectors

equilateral polygon 

isogon

equiangular polygon 

inscribed polygon 

convex polygon

plane polygon

concave polygon 

regular polygon 

hectogon 

equiangular polygons 

similar polygons 

identity 

subtrahend 

minuend

simultaneous equations 

functional equations

Ricci equations 

normal equations

incompatible equations  

finite-difference equations 

Volterra equations  

inconsistent equations  

Lamé's equations 

consistent equations

equivalent equations 

independent equations  

linearly independent equations  

parametric equations

equation 

Abel’s integral equation 

exponential equation 

redundant equation 

continuity equation

equation of continuity 

telegrapher's equation  

freedom equation

error equation

eigenvalues equation

regression equation 

Euler's equation 

Euler differential equation 

Euler-Lagrange equation 

Parseval's equation 

Bernoulli equation 

Bessel equation 

modified Bessel equation

Pfaffian differential equation

Pell equation

Plateau's equation

Poisson’s equation 

Poisson differential equation 
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Pockels equation

dependent equation

quadratic 

quadratic equation

differential equation

exact differential equation 

integrodifferential equation 

partial differential equation 

linear differential equation

hyperbolic differential equation

ordinary differential equation

total differential equation  

integrable differential equation

parabolic differential equation

elliptic differential equation

integral equation 

linear integral equation

singular integral equation 

homogeneous integral equation 

cubic equation 

reduced cubic equation 

balance equation 

Jacobi equation  

algebraic equation 

linear algebraic equation

radical equation

cubic resolvent equation 

binomial equation 

polynomial equation

linear equation

functional equation

indicial equation  

cyclotomic equation 

Diophantine equation 

Ramanujan’s square equation 

Riccati equation 

Stokes's differential equation  

sextic equation 

Sturm-Liouville equation  

conditional equation 

Schröedinger equation 

Schröder's equation 

minimal equation

irrational equation

numerical equation

fuzzy relational equation

irreducible equation

nonlinear equation 

indeterminate equation  

irrational equation

Van der Pol equation  

difference equation

Fuchsian differential equation

Weber differential equation

Weber-Hermit equation

generalized Fermat equation

pedal equation

polar equation

tangential polar equation  

fractional equation 

Kummer's equation 

Laplace equation  

Lagrange's equation 

Lagrange’s linear equation  

Lagrange-Helmholtz equation 

Laguerre’s differential equation  

Lamé's differential equation  

logarithmic equation

Legendre equation 

Legendre differential equation 
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Lommel differential equation

l'Huilier's equation 

Liouville's equation

homogeneous equation

vector equation  

trigonometric equation  

reduced equation 

defective equation 

equation of mixed type 

depressed equation

auxiliary equation 

derived equation

quartic equation 

biquadratic equation 

reciprocal equation 

characteristic equation

reduced characteristic equation 

quintic equation 

quartic equation 

second-order equation  

logistic equation

Neumann differential equation 

Hermite’s differential equation 

Helmholtz equation 

Hurwitz equation 

Hill’s differential equation

monic equation 

Whittaker differential equation

Whewell equation

Wiener-Hopf equations

Cauchy-Riemann equations

intrinsic equations of a curve

natural equations of a curve

arithmetization 

orthogonalization 

coefficient

correlation coefficient

sample correlation coefficient  

Pearson’s correlation coefficient  

partial correlation coefficient 

coefficient of alienation

coefficient of skewness

coefficient of variation

coefficient of contingency

confidence coefficient 

coefficient of concordance

regression coefficient 

beta coefficient 

partial differential coefficient

differential coefficient

binomial coefficient 

leading coefficient  

product-moment coefficient 

multinomial coefficient 

torsion coefficients  

partial regression coefficients 

undetermined coefficients  

Fourier coefficients 

Lagrange coefficients  

normalizer

abacus

biquinary abacus 

rate of change 

harmonic average 

annihilator 

nilpotent (adj)

ordinal data

smoothed data 

square bracket 

multiplicative inverse
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generalized inverse

Moore-Penrose inverse 

information 

Euler's criterion 

Hurwitz’s criterion 

lozenge 

rhomb 

diamond

rhombus 

fallacy

envelope

closed (adj)

clopen (adj)

differentiation

implicit differentiation 

logarithmic differentiation

tensor differentiation  

topological notion  

alog 

antilog 

antilogarithm 

inverse logarithm 

aln 

asymptote 

denominator

least common denominator 

lowest common denominator  

common denominator 

composite quantity 

absolute magnitude 

proportional quantities

estimator

minimum-variance estimator

efficient estimator

biased estimator 

ratio estimator 

antecedent 

dividend

divisor

section  

principal normal section 

section of a function  

Dedekind cut 

principal section

meridian section

cross section 

right section

section of a set  

plane section

parallel section

normal section

cuboctahedron 

cubooctahedron 

contracted (adj)

reciprocal 

inverse 

additive inverse 

reciprocal matrix 

inverse matrix 

left inverse 

right inverse 

inverse ratio 

modulus of continuity 

modulus of a logarithm 

modulus of congruence 

spherometer 

modulus of a complex number 

equivalent (adj) 

contrapositive

integrand 
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integration

trapezoidal integration  

integration by parts

numerical integration

cube 

unit cube  

Tschirnhausen's cubic 

perfect cube

l'Hôpital's cubic 

Hilbert cube

supplement 

curve fitting

bilinear concomitant 

meet

orthocenter

inflectional tangent 

double tangent

external tangent 

internal tangent 

polar tangent

bitangent 

common tangent 

unit tangent  

solvable extension 

purely inseparable extension  

separable extension  

transcendental field extension  

regular extension 

finite extension

centralizer 

planimeter

polar planimeter

salinon  

discriminant

characteristic of a logarithm

Euler characteristic

transposition  

alternant 

source 

finite-dimensional (adj) 

curve

pear-shaped curve

exponential curve 

primitive curve 

smooth curve 

piecewise-smooth curve

simple curve 

lituus

empirical curve

analytic curve 

regular analytic curve 

quadric curve

cross curve 

cubic curve 

bipartite cubic 

bipartite cubic 

cuspidal cubic curve

trefoil curve  

bell-shaped curve 

reducible curve 

cyclic curve 

spherical cyclic curve 

plane cyclic curve

singular curve on a surface 

cochleoid

conchoid 

cruciform curve 

reverse curve 

Gaussian curve

space curve 
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pedal curve

first pedal curve

negative pedal curve 

first negative pedal curve

positive pedal curve 

first positive pedal curve

normal pedal curve

diametral curve

spherical curve 

logarithmic curve

space-filling curve 

skew curve 

transcendental curve  

tractrix  

equitangential curve 

convex curve

compound curve 

stationary curve  

plane curve

projective plane curve 

higher plane curve 

gear curve

derived curve

closed curve

simple closed curve 

twisted curve 

asymptotic curve 

concave down curve 

concave up curve 

characteristic curve

quartic curve 

regular curve 

rectifiable curve 

logistic curve

elliptic curve

star curve  

astroid

left-handed curve 

sinistrorsum 

sinistrorse curve 

right-handed curve 

dextrorsum

dextrorse curve

correlation curve

modified exponential curve

serpentine curve  

trisectrix 

frequency curve

eight curve

sinusoid 

sine curve 

links curve  

stirrup curve 

catenary

devil's curve 

swastika 

normal curve

lemniscate 

knot curve 

operating characteristic curve

secant curve 

cardioid 

cissoid

first derived curve

bullet nose curve 

regression curve 

Bertrand curve 

Bernoulli’s lemniscate 

Bézier curve 

Plateau curve
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Peano curve

Pearl-Reed curve

Talbot's curve  

orthoptic curve

distribution curve

Jordan curve  

Dürer's conchoid

Sierpinski curve  

sigmoid curve 

Maltese cross curve

Galtonian curve

Gauss’ error curve

Gutschoven’s curve

Gompertz curve

Kappa curve 

Cayley's sextic

Kilroy curve  

Koch curve 

level curve 

Watt's curve

kampyle of Eudoxus 

integral curves 

Lamé curves 

Lissajous curves

homothetic curves

orthogonal curves

linearly dependent curves 

trigonometric curves  

conjugate curves

inverse curves 

polar-reciprocal curves 

reciprocal polar curves 

osculating curves

tangent curves  

parallel curves

place

digit place

decimal place 

involute 

evolute 

nephroid evolute 

mean evolute

bisector 

bisectrix 

perpendicular bisector

logic

fuzzy logic

two-valued logic 

symbolic logic 

mathematical logic

formal logic 

philosophical logic

multiple-valued logic 

region 

fundamental region

Euclidean domain 

unique factorization domain

field of integration 

simply connected region 

subregion 

closed circular region

open circular region

principal domain 

principal ideal domain 

star-like region  

integral domain 

noncritical region 

open triangular region

open rectangular region

multiply connected region 
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open polygonal region

open region

perspectivity

local coordinate system

coordinate system

left-handed coordinate system

right-handed coordinate system

number system

real number system 

complex numbers system 

algebraic system 

neighborhood system

linear system

mathematical system

Sturm-Liouville system  

hypercomplex system 

system of inequalities 

orthogonal system

optimal system

monotonic system of sets 

system of stages 

system of equations 

system of distinct representatives 

harmonic system of points

isomorphic systems

almost disjoint (adj) 

protractor

transpose of a matrix  

mode

algebraic variety 

complete matching 

maximum matching

perfect matching

parallel

tensor  

fundamental tensor

curvature tensor

contracted curvature tensor

dual tensor

Cartesian tensor

Ricci tensor 

Riemann-Christoffel tensor 

numerical tensor

irreducible tensor

metric tensor

symmetric tensor 

antisymmetric tensor 

skew-symmetric tensor  

contravariant tensor

mixed tensor

associated tensor 

contracted tensor

covariant tensor 

Riemann tensors 

orthogonal tensors

reliability 

positive (adj) 

module 

torsion module  

torsion submodule  

faithful module

cyclic left module 

torsion-free module  

submodule 

primary submodule 

free module

factor module

irreducible module

semisimple module  

Noetherian module 
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unital module  

unitary module  

left module 

unital left module  

right module 

unital right module  

prism 

pentagonal prism

quadrangular prism

hexagonal prism 

right prism

right truncated prism

oblique prism

prismatoid 

triangular prism  

octagonal prism

rhombohedron 

truncated prism 

regular prism 

Euclid's axioms 

separation axioms  

Peano’s axioms

inconsistent axioms  

Hausdorff axioms

axiom 

Archimedes’ axiom 

axiom of Archimedes 

Euclid's fifth axiom 

axiom of choice 

induction axiom 

comprehension axiom  
completeness axiom 

parallel axiom

greatest-lower-bound axiom 

least-upper-bound axiom 

Pasch’s axiom

Proclus' axiom 

Playfair's axiom

Fano's axiom

Cantor’s axiom 

independent axiom  

Eudoxus axiom 

countability axioms 

perpendicular foot

digit position 

generator

generatrix

infinitesimal generator 

rectilinear generators 

monoid 

wavelet

Fields’ medal

mechanics

mile

slope  

inclination 

slope of a line 

slope of a curve at a point 

percentile

centile
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nabla  

plane division by circles

plane division by ellipses

plane division by lines

involute 

nephroid involute 

principal normal 

normal to a surface

normal to a plane

normal to a curve

polar normal

unit normal  

minus

underdetermined (adj) 

ellipticity

simple results 

result 

consequence

consequent

corollary

sandwich result 

logical consequence

nonagram 

Lakshmi star 

pentacle

pentagram

pentalpha

pentangle

heptagram 

hexagram 

exterior snowflake 

trend  

curvilinear trend

direction ratios 

ratio 

correlation ratio

odds ratio

likelihood ratio

homothetic ratio

ratio of similitude 

ray ratio 

similitude ratio 

golden ratio

price relative 

silver ratio 

conversion ratio

cross ratio 

harmonic ratio 

critical ratio 

extreme and mean ratio 

anharmonic ratio 

common ratio 

inverse ratio 

reciprocal ratio 

directed ratio 

percentage

unordered arrangement of a set

expansion 

ternary expansion  

dyadic expansion

binomial expansion 

Fourier expansion 

Laplace's expansion  

Laurent expansion  

Maclaurin expansion

developable (adj)
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half-width 

semiminor axis  

semimajor axis  

semi-interquartile range  

left half-plane 

semiring of sets  

semimetric 

semicircle  

hemicycle 

half turn 

semi-group  

strongly continuous semigroup

one-parameter semigroup  

hemisphere 

half space 

closed half space

open half space

semisecant  

radius

radius of torsion

radius of geodesic torsion

radius of gyration

radius of convergence

radius of curvature

radius of geodesic curvature

radius of total curvature

radius of normal curvature

focal radius

graph radius  

geodesic radius

inradius 

exradius

circumradius

long radius  

short radius 

spherical radius 

haversine

hemispheroid 

semiaxis  

semitransverse axis  

semitransverse axis  

semiperimeter  

semicircumference  

half line

half plane 

closed half plane

open half plane

semi-inverse  

seminorm  

principal radii

quantile 

Abelian domain  

binary system 

bipolar coordinate system 

bipolar coordinate system 

binary number system

ternary number system  

octal number system

octonary number system

quaternary 

hexadecimal number system

decimal system 

decimal number system 

dynamical/dynamic system

numeral system

numeration system

dynamical/dynamic system

balanced digit system 

dyadic number system

directed system 
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theory  

automata theory 

probability theory 

index theory  

optimization theory

queuing theory 

perturbation theory

sampling theory 

number theory

theory of numbers  

graph theory

control theory

analytic number theory 

branching theory 

bifurcation theory 

branching theory 

estimation theory

representation theory 

combinatorial theory 

algebraic number theory 

naive set theory  

field theory

ring theory

computability theory 

group theory 

theory of groups  

ergodic theory

queuing theory 

knot theory 

decision theory 

measure theory

potential theory 

catastrophe theory

cohomology theory

language theory 

game theory

theory of games  

ideal theory  

set theory  

matrix theory

theory of equations  

information theory 

operator theory

axiomatic set theory

saddle-point theory  

model theory

homotopy theory

homology theory

semi-group theory  

Bayesian theory 

Perron-Frobenius theory

Ramsey theory 

Galois theory

Fredholm theory

Morse theory 

Neyman-Person theory

Hamilton-Jacobi theory 

Hilbert-Schmidt theory

inverse 

additive inverse 

norm

Euclidean norm 

Chebyshev norm

dual norm

uniform norm  

equivalent norms 

negation  

concyclic points 

collinear points

reachable points 
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Nobbs points 

point

radix point 

decimal point 

projective point 

origin

similarity point 

external similarity point 

internal similarity point 

negative similarity point 

positive similarity point 

zero point  

isoperimetric point

midpoint

point of inflection

inflection point 

jump discontinuity point  

salient point on a curve  

simple point 

accumulation point of a set

cluster point of a set

turning point 

imaginary point 

accumulation point of a set 

cluster point of a set

branch point 

branch point 

intercept 

point of division

condensation point 

point of osculation

point of contact

point of tangency

tacpoint  

equilibrium point 

Torricelli point

fixed point

triple point  

Gergonne point

limit point

critical point 

exterior point 

interior point 

circular point

periodic point

quadruple point 

hyperbolic point 

saddle point  

saddle-point of a matrix  

navel point  

umbilic  

umbilical point  

singular point 

simple singular point 

ordinary singular point

regular singular point 

Steiner point  

essential singularity

nonessential singularity 

zero point  

end point 

extreme point 

ordinary point

complex point 

point at infinity

Fermat point

pedal point

cut point

median point

exmedian point
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ideal point  

boundary point 

stationary point  

planar point

multiple point 

double point

improper point 

parabolic point

adherent point 

cluster point of a filter

regular point 

isolated point

acnode 

elliptic point

limit point

Hermit point

harmonic points 

antipodal points

conjugate points

inverse points 

hyperbolic type 

parabolic type

elliptic type

bounded growth (adj) 

constant-effect model

fuzzy model

product model 

linear model

mathematical model

factor model

limit

one-sided limit

unilateral limit  

probability limit 

limit inferior

infimum limit

lower limit  

limit superior

superior limit 

upper limit  

complete limit

two-sided limit 

limit of a net

relative minimum

limit of an indeterminate form

relative maximum

limit of a filter

restricted limit 

limit on the left

left-hand limit 

limit on the right

right-hand limit

core

kernel 

nucleus

Poisson kernel 

resolvent kernel 

Dirichlet's kernel

Fourier kernel 

measurable kernel

positive definite kernel 

positive semidefinite kernel 

Hermitian kernel

first species

second species  

ordered n-tuple

nonillion 

nephroid 
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hyperbola 

pyramid

pentagonal pyramid

hexagonal pyramid 

number pyramid

right pyramid

spherical pyramid 

oblique pyramid

triangular pyramid  

truncated pyramid 

regular pyramid 

lune 

spherical lune 

lune of Hippocrates 

coordinate geometry

projective geometry 

pure projective geometry

Euclidean geometry 

pure geometry

affine geometry 

analytic geometry 

differential geometry

three-dimensional geometry  

two-dimensional geometry 

algebraic geometry 

Cartesian geometry

Riemannian geometry 

hyperbolic geometry 

inversive geometry 

solid geometry 

spherical geometry 

spherics 

solid geometry 

continuous geometry

plane geometry

elliptic geometry

descriptive geometry

Bolyai geometry 

intrinsic geometry of a surface 

Finsler geometry

non-Euclidean geometry 

Lobachevskian geometry

Lobachevsky geometry

ordered geometry

absolute geometry 

finite geometry

homotopy

skeleton 
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spherical wedge 

hypotenuse

chord

focal chord

latus rectum  

supplemental chords 

face

side 

lateral face  

proper face

improper face 

facet

standardized units  

imaginary unit 

complex unit 

monoid 

rose

leaf 

leaf of Descartes 

isometric graph paper

log paper

double log paper

probability paper 

normal probability paper 

arithlog paper 

folium 

folium of Descartes

Kepler’s folium  

weight

statistical weight  

beta weight 

Fields’ medal

median

mean

mean proportional

harmonic mean 

arithmetic mean 

golden mean

counter-harmonic mean 

modified mean

geometric mean

harmonic-geometric mean

agm 

arithmetic-geometric mean 

Heronian mean

population mean 

Cayley-Klein parameters

parameter

parameter of distribution

undetermined parameter  

latus rectum  

regular parameter 

geodesic parametric

Eulerian description 

join  

multiple edges 

adjacent edges 

edge 

general position

standard position  

perspective position

incidence 
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prove (v)

construct (v)

diverge to zero (v)

trisect (v)  

triangulate (v)  

contain (v)

satisfy (v) 

solve (v) 

cancel (v)

reduce (v) 

round off (v)

round down (v)

round up (v)

superpose (v) 

carry (v)

plot (v)

raise (to a power) (v) 

pair (v)

equate (v) 

extract a root (v) 

translate (v)  

tend to (v)  

label (v)  

differentiate (v)

trim (v)  

superpose (v) 

standardize (v) 

count (v) 

Jacobian  

substitute (v) 

plot (v)

separate variables (v)  

separate points (v)  

imply (v) 

approximate (v) 

divide (v)

diagonalize (v)

dissect (v)

antidifferentiate (v) 

smooth (v) 

expand (v) 

construct (v)

rationalize (v) 

vanish at infinity (v)  

vanish (v)  

transpose (v)  

geometrize (v)

  *     *   *      
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